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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 14, 1919
who are here to memorialize the
legislature on the subject of creatine a new county of Pyramid out
of the southern half of Grant county are A, W. Morningstar attorney;
Frank R. Coon, president of the first
Nat onal Bank: and W. D. Leahy
president of a large mercantile
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MAY MOVE

RESCUES DAUGHTER

DEPORTING

GERMANY GROWS

LATE

MARKET

FROM AWFUL FATE

CONFERENCE

ANARCHISTS

MORE ARROGANT

Father Convicted
Paroled

PEACE CONGRESS MAY POSSIBLY
GO TO SOME OTHER
COUNTRY.

TRUCE TERMS ARE CALLED
HEARD-OF
SEVERITY IN
BERLIN.

FRANCE IS DISSATISFIED

GOVERNMENT

UN-

'

ACTION

CAUSE
DELEGATES
SOME FRICTION IN PEACE
TERMS.

UNDESIRABLES

FIRED

TAKEN TO ATLANTIC SEABOARD
FOR SHIPPING TO NATIVE
COUNTRIES.

HUNS SHOWING THEMSELVES IN
TRUE LIGHT OF THEIR
BLOOD.

QUOTATIONS
Western Newspaper Union News Servioe

Prison.

DENVER

ON BOL8HEVI8M IN

UNITED 8TATES.

FORGET THEIR POSITION

FRENCH

DRASTIC

TAKES

of Murder Is
After Years in

Boston. Granted a pardon through
the efforts of bis eldest daughter,
whom he had rescued and educated at
his expense after her mother bad ap
parently sold her Into a life of shame,
Morris A. Hills, once a prosperous
farmer of Longmeadow, walked from
the state prison here a free man.
On the arm of bis daughter, Hills
started on a long pilgrimage in search
of his youngest children, a boy and

H.

Good hogs

'Vmtern

NVwKimpiT Triton

Nfn

Hervlre.

.
11.
('(iiniiiciilhit; upon
1'urls,
the Interview liy Premier t'luini'tici'iiu,
which occuiiieil the place of honor In
nil tlie Paris newspapers, All' fed
In the Kitfuro Kays: "With lis vigorous mid hardy pessimism, it Is an net
It Is Just
of ardent patriotism.
the plain hinnutiK'-- ' which It is fitting
to talk to France nail her allies at
the present moment. France should
lie made to recall that her enemy
wished for fifty years to cripple her
ami has not given up that design. The
allies must he told Unit the victory
bought with so much blood and sacrifice will remain a precarious one If
they ilo not know how lo complete It.
Finally, (iermany must he shown that
she can no longer deceive us and that
It is our firm Iniention to make peace,
also, 'to the finish.' Premier t'leinon- n more lucid or
cuiii has never
stronger than in these declarations,
which will have considerable effect."
The ipiestion of moving the peace
conference fmm Paris to u neiitrul
country may be considered by the conference if w hat is characteriezd as the
obstructive policy of the French press,
and certain French official cmitlnues,
it developed today. 'ltolrescntnl Ive of
various o4lier flowers taking part In
the peace conference, II is declared,
believe that the work of the Imdy la
being greatly Inimpered through un
friendly criticism by the French press
of vnrious leaders In the conference.
Muring the war there was seldom
serious
any difficulty, despite tinhandicap of tin
nsorship. In gelling
through new matter from France In
reasonable time and In plentiful volume, largely over the direct French
cable line. Since the delegates began
assembling for the pence nionference,
however, and especially since the conference started, the communication
wilh France has been of the most uncertain sort. Virtually no news has
been received over the French cable
line, the best and quickest means of
communication, since the conference
began. All the cable and wireless services have been greatly congested, but
the chief difficulty has been that although the French cable was nominally In service there has been complete
Inability to transmit news matter over
it, and that all the ruble communication for weeks past has been by
roundabout routes.
l't-b-

Ms J. Gen. George

Barnett, U. 8.
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CZECHS AND POLES SIGN
ARMISTICE TO END
TROUBLE.

AN

Western Newspaper rnlun Npwh Service.
O
Ojnak.-r-Tw'divisions of Bolshevists
have been virtually annihilated by Si-

berian troops under General Gaida at
Kungur, fifty miles southeast of
Perm.
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Rear Admiral Goodrich,

Industries paralyzed

tier-man-

M. C.

SIBERIANS 8LAUGHTER TWO
VISIONS OF BOLSHEVIKI

Western Newspaper Union News Servlcs
Purls, Feb. 8. The Supreme Council official bulletin, issued yesterday
says': "The Supreme Council discussed
the terms of the extension of the armistice with Cermany." The ulllcd premiers probably will fix new terms to
be Imposed upon Germany, whose tactics of obstruction are said to have
readied a climax in a threat made at
Weimar by Chancellor Ehert that Germany would break off negotiations
with the allies. The feeling In peace
s
conference circles is that the
are mure and more forgetting
their position, and It Is expected that
the Supreme War Council will take
measures to bring them lo a sense of
the realities. Marshal Foch will go to
Treves Feb. 1"- to fix the conditions
for a third renewal of the armistice.
It Is understood that the. council
will fix a brief time within which the
Germans must carrying out the conditions they have only fulfilled in purt.
None of the German merchant ships
which were to have been sent to certain allied iiorts hits yet. bceiwhamWd
over. French opinion considers that
the occupation of Essen is of first
necessity If the allies are to control
Germany's principal war factories.
Public opinion in France also Is ask-- i
Ing If the Supreme War Council is
going to allow Field Marshal von
to prepare a campaign against
Poland.
The Supreme War Council also will
fix the size of the contingent of
France, Great Itritain, the United
States ami nllled nations in the
.armies of occupation, both in. Europe
anil Asia.
Chancellor Ehert in his address to
the German National Assembly at Wei-- I
mer, said : "The conditions of the armistice have been of unheard-o- f sever-- I
lly and were carried out without
shame. We warn our adversaries not
to push us too far."

45,000 OUT ON STRIKE IN SEATTLE AND TACOMA.

DECLARES HE IS PREPARED TO HANDLE THE
TROUBLE.

MAYOR

'

I

Seattle. Olei- Hanson,
slight of build, fiery of speech, fcudlcul
oi rauicais in lae auvocacy oi govern
uicnt by the people, finds himself lu
a strange situation as mayor of Seattle, now in the throes of the nation's
e
strike. The radical
first
mayor has announced that the city
will continue to be governed from city
hull and any person who attempts to
Interfere will be shot.
Feb. 7. United
Seattle, Wush.,
Stutes troops from Camp Lewis are
quartered in Seattle and Tacoma to
stand ready for any emergency resulting from the general strike of 45,- oiio union men lu sympathy with
shipyard workers, who walked
out Jau, t to enforce demands for
increase of pay. Ma.j. John L. Hay- den commands Hit' contingent of SUO
soldiers in Scuttle and Brig. Gen.
Frank B. Wulson bus under him lu
miles from here,
Tacoma, thirty-sitwo battalions and a muchiue gun
company. Equipment of the soldiers
included 200 hand grenades, MaJ.
John McL). Thompson of the Camp
Lewis intelligence department said.
Authority for the use of troops was
grunted by Secretary of War Baker
upon advices from Governor Ernest
Lister of the situation in Tacoma and
Seattle.
thousand union men .in
Thirty-fivthe vicinity of Seattle quit work, labor leaders said, but in Tacoma response was not so general and the
princlpnl unions Involved there were
the carmen, timber workers, burbers
and retail clerks,
Street cars stopped running In Seattle, schools closed, restaurants and
theaters closed their doors, newspapers suspended and other industries
ceased operating. Twelve soup kitchens were established by culinary
unions to feed strikers and others
who depend upon restaurants for
meals. Patrons of the kitchens were
lined up and served in military "mess"
fashion. Barber shops closed and elevators stopped running.
Only emergency telegraph business
from Seattle was handled by the telegraph1 companies. The telephone system continued In service.
No disorder has resulted from the
strike. Mayor Ole Hanson of Seattle
said. The city government Is prepured
for any emergency, he added, nnd eO,- 000 extra police will be deputized if
necessary.
blue-eye-

-

city-wid-

Reduce Wages.
I'tnh. In line with
made by the
the wage reductions
I'tah Copper Company at both Its
mines and mills, the 'three large smelters of the Salt I.ake valley American'
Smelting and Itefining, International
Smelting and I'nited States Smelting
put into operation n lowered wnge
scale for nil rmphiyes. The reduction
varies from 75 cents down to 05 cents
per day.

Archangel, Feb. 6. Heavy losses
were Inflicted on the Holsheviki by
he American forces and the enemy
was driven hack in disorder from the
village of Vistavka, on the Vaga. The
American casualties were five killed
anil several wounded. Many Bolshevist soldiers were taken prisoner by
the Americans.
The enemy early In the morning
began u bombardment w!th field guns
and howitzers, and under cover of a
shrapnel and pompon barrage essayed
a frontal attack with infantry in the
Arctic twilight at 3 o'clock in the afternoon. The American troops, who
55,000 OUT AT SEATTLE.
were rested after their retirement
from Shenkursk, and were established Government
Troops May Operate
In a good position, poured a heavy fire
Industrie:.
from artillery and machine guns into
Seattle, Wash. After nearly three
the charging Holsheviki, whose ranks
hours' discussion between Mayor Ole
broke and fled into the woods.
Hanson, J. W. Spangler, a banker, and
Captured Holsheviki declared that the Rev. M. A. Matthews and a spethe enemy had planned a flank attack
cial committee of the
strike
simultaneously with the frontal move- conference committee, general
it was anwhen
was
hut
abandoned
tills
ment,
nounced that the conferees had failed
the Vistavka attempt failed.
to reach an agreement in rgard
to
The enemy lost so heavily in the calling off th sympathetic strike. The
attack on the Tulgas position Jan. 31 strikers' committee, it was said, of
that the Holsheviki refused to again fered to recommend that the sympago forward and held a meeting at thetic strike of 30,000 workers
be
which they openly debated the ques- calling off the sympathetic strike. The
tion of deserting to the allies.
business men would be formed to pre-- I
sent the demands of the 25,000 strlk-- j
of
Zhitomir,
capital
Copenhagen.
ing metal trades workers for higher
the government of Volhynia, has been wages to the proper
shipping board
the
Holsheviki, according 'authorities and .urged that they be
cuptured by
to information reaching this city.
granted.' The mayor's committee took
thes tand that the shipyard workers
Basle, Switzerland. An armistice were under a contract with the gov-- !
between the Polish and Czecho Slovak eminent, and that nothing could be
forces, which have been fighting on done until the men showed good faith
the Sileslan front, was signed on Feb. by returning to work. Mayor Hanson
3, according to advices received here. issued an ultimatum that unless the
The armistice is effective for seven sympathetic strike was called off todays, and Is renewed automatically morrow he would operate all essential
tor the same period unless either par- industries with the aid of nearly 1,000
ty chooses to renounce It, in which regular army soldiers sent here from
event four hours' notice must be giv Camp Lewis.
en. The opposing troops will retain
the positions held on Jan. 22.
Would Clean Up Turkey.
Constantinople. The Turkish govWould Unite League and Labor.
ernment has arrested about forty
Chicago. A plan to unite the Non members of the Union and Progress
partisan League of fanners with or- party, who are charged with profitganized labor In the large cities In a eering, the massacre. of Armenians,
state and national political movement. the deportation and spoliation of
of allied
with the ultimate aim of controlling Greeks and the
the government, w as discussed here at prisoners of war. Those under arrest
n conference between Gov. Lynn J. Include Husselh D.lhhld Bey, former
Frnzler of North Dakota, representing vice president of the Turkish Parliathe Nonpartisan League, and Duncan ment.
of the Illi
McDonald, president-elec- t
nois Federal inn nf Labor, and John
Three Naval Fliers Dead.
Fltzpntrick. president of the Chicago
Pensacnla, Fla. Three naval fliers,
Federation of Labor and candldnte for Ensign I mane Itutledge, Robins, La.:
mayor on the ticket of the recently lnvid Mingle, Tyrone, Pa., and Ralph
organized Labor party.
McCorumck, East Boston, Mass., were
killed when their hydroaeroplane from
the training station here fell 500 feet
Inquiries Sent to Britain.
Washington.
Inquiries have been Into the " bay and was demolished.
i
W.rrt.
sent bv the State Department to
Great Britain, France and Italy reBig Sale of Stamps.
garding the British import embargo,
DeThe Treasury
Washington.
the French cartel system and the
that
$1,040,000,000
reported
partment
of
Italian system
government supervision of purchase, all of which in War Savings and Thrift Stamps'
have an effect on American indus- have been sold since they were put
on the market thirteen months ago.
tries.

SI French Generals Killed.
Paris. Fifty-onFrench generals
were killed dusing the war. Of these
fifteen were division commanders and
ware brigadier generals.
thirty-si-

Claims Made Saving.
Chicago. It. II. Aishton, regional director of railroads for the Northwestern region, in his annual report for
the year ended Iec. 31, IMS, shows
that a total saving of M4,2ai,2S'J.40
was effected in the operating expenses
of the lines under his control as a
result Of the unifications and economies due to government operation. Mr.
Aishton points out that in the unification of terminals, ninety passengers
and 136 freight stations were closed.

Britain Deporting Undesirables.
The government is quietly
arresting and deporting "undesirable"
aliens who are believed to be Bolshevist propagandists in Great Britain.
Several have recently been sent our of
the country, including M. Soemius, a
Russian violinist, who Is alleged to
have been intersersing his recitals
tfith Bolshevist propaganda work. M.
Soermus Is a son of a wealthy Russian land owner and participated In
the Russian revolution.

Big War Revenue Bill.
Washington. Conference report on
America's $6,000,000,000 war revenue
bill greatest in nation's history
was presented te the House by Cbair
man Kitchin of the ways and means
In addition to raising
committee.
about $6,000,000,000 in taxes, the bill
gives every soldier, sailor and marine
and all women nurses in the American
forces a bonus of $60 upon discharge.
This means an appropriation of more

Would Take Indian Bride.
Chicago. Efforts of a number of
persons to Induce Miss Martha Hope,
a half breed Indian 18 years old, to
leave Chicago resulted in State's Attorney Hoyne taking stepVi to protect
her from alleged designing evils. A
fortune In the form of oil lands has
fallen to the Indian girl and as a consequence It is said she has been subjected to annoyance from visitors with
all sorts of propositions from purchase
of the land to matrimony.

Japan Wants China's Supports
Not Made In Germany.
London. Japan has given notice
Denver. That the German people
to China that China must work were confident of victory and were
la harmony with Japaif during prepared to ttike advantage of It by
the' peace conference and must under- probing trade, is proven by a letter
take not to reveal to the conference of a Colorado artillery officer, not far
secret .
agreements, from Coblenz. He says: "They had
ays a Reuter- dispatch from Peking. clay products, prior quality articles;
According to the dispatch Japan stip- thousands of jardineres, stacked ready
ulated that failure by China to give to ship. The major' went Into a pipe
stack's of cjay pipes
such assurances would result in effeo tore. They had
ready for shipment .to the Ctatted
State, all stamped "Not Blade, In
'CWna,
, -

British Commander Honored.
The American distinLondon.
guished service medal has been awarded by President Wilson to Lieut
Francis W. Craven, who commanded
the British destroyer Mounsey, which
saved 600 American soldiers from the
British transport Otranto whet) aha
was sunk in. a collision off the Scottish coast Oct 6, 1918, with .the lq
of 357 American soldiers. The medgl
was presented to Lieut Craven at
Chatham 'by Ms). Gen, John Blddle,
comttritnder of .the American forced m
'
the United Kingdom; " t

-

,

Strike Closes Schools.
of Denver's
t)enver. Twenty-fivpublic schools were closed,
and 4.ri teachers ami 17,000 pupils
were locked out by n strike of twenty-fivstationary engineers for higher
wages. The wages of the striking
men are reported to range from Silo
to ,$J.'0 a mouth, including living
quarters, light, heat and water. The
men demand an average increase of
$40 a month, which the school hoard
refuses to pay. Stationary engineers,
soldiers,
many of them returned
flocked to the school hoard offices to
apply for the positions made vacant
Kach man was thorby the strike.
oughly questioned, and applicants
given an official examination at the
c!ty hall.
e

sixty-thre-

e

e

Women Want Voice.
A
resolution asking that
women he represented In the pence
conference was presented lo President
Wilson by n delegation representing
the women suffragists of the associated powers. The American members
of the delegation were Mrs. .1. llor-deHarrlman, Mrs. Juliet Itarrett
ltuhlee and Miss Katherine It. Davis.
French woman suffrage leaders by
themselves recently demanded representation In the peace conference.
Paris.

'

Smelters

Rait Lake City,

I

.

Indon.

Chino-Jauane-

-

than
'

'

$400,000,000.

25,-00- 0

x
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Strike In London Settled.
London. The railway strike was
At
settled after a long conference.
the board of trade it was officially
announced that the tube and district
services would be resumed as soon as
possible. The eloctrical trades union
ordered an immediate resumption of
work by its members, pending action
by the national body on the question
of the change of attitude of the go
ernmcnt with regard to the strike.
Anarchist Would Settle.
London, Feb. 6. The Russian soviet
government, in a wireless message
announcing that it Is willing to begin
conversations with the entente with
the object of bringing about a cessa
tion of military activities, declares it
Is willing to acknowledge
financial
b)ltjaUon8,trarding the creditors of

e

x

Cases.
of War
Washington.
Secretary
Baker Informed the Senate that it
wonld be necessary to examine more
than 22,000 records and require about
three weeks to make a report on the
cases tried in the army
during the war. The Information was
called for la the Borah resolution, re
cently adopted by the Senate, asking
the. number of cases of
with the brief statement of the offense
charged and the punishment inflicted.
Court-Marti-

ynirt;-Biarti-

court-marti-

Western Newspaper Union News Service
Feb. 10. Deportation is
Chlcugo,
the answer of the United Stutes government to the chullenge of I. W. W.
aud Bolshevist agitators who came to
this country to stir up trouble in Industry and social strife. The first
federal blow against the wave of Bolshevism launched on the Pacific coast
radical
was revealed when fifty-fou- r
agitators passed through Chicago in
two heavily guarded tourist sleepers,
bound for immediate deportation from
an Atlantic port. Forty of the prisoners came direct from Seattle,
where they took part in fomenting
the general strike which has paralyzed that city.
The news of their departure was
not allowed to become public in Seattle, and the action of the government is made known first through
this dispatch.
A motley company of I. W. W.
trouble breeders, bearded labor fanatics and red flag supporters was hud- TlleB"ln'" berttts" h'nd propaganda
strewed aisles of the prison train
which slipped In and out nf the city so
quietly that few federal official! were
aware of Its presence.
Three ringleaders of the Seattle uprising, one prominent Spokane agitator, a dangerous I. W. W. lender from
Denver and five nllen convicts, arrested In Chlcngo, were conspicuous;
among the prisoners gathered into the
federal net nnd now well on their way
toward the lands of their birth as "undesirable citizens."
.The bulk of the men were alien labor agitators picked up by officers of
the I'nited States Immigration service
during a year of secret campaigning In
Industrial centers of the Pacific const.
The curs wore heavily guarded by
fourteen heavily armed Immigration
officers who paced up and down the
length of the train from the time it
reached the Chicago yards until It
pulled out of the city with clearance
orders over nil traffic. A. D. H. Jackson, chief of the Seattle office of the
Immigration service, was In command.

MARKETS.

Cattle.
Fst steers, choice to prime
Fat steers, good to cnoloe,
Fat steers, fair to good. ...
Heifers prime
Cows, fat, good to choice..
Cows, fair to good
Cows, medium to fair.,,.
Cows, canners
Bulls
Veal calves
Feeders, good to choice,,.
Feeders, fair to good
Stockers. good to choice,.
Htockers. fair to good.,..

13.50O 16.0

11.51I.6S
6n.5
n.oo

10.60

lo.oo w

9.76

.00

8.60
1.25
s.oa
12.00 IS) 14.69
7.5041)

6.60

7.oou

14.5

12.50

10.60felJ.00

10.6011.SS
9.00&10.S
17.0

$16.60
v

Sheep.

fat

Lambs,
Lambs,
Lambs,

15.OO01.S

16.00

f 15.60

feeders, good .... 14.7615.2S
14.60
13.60
feeders, fair
S.00 10.00
Ewes
7.6
6.60
Ewes, feeders
Dressed Poultry,
The following prices on dressed
poultry are net F, O. B. Denver:
29
38
Turkeys, No. Is
23 Si' 25
Turkeys, old. toms
20
18
Turkeys, choice
2S
31
Hens, lb.
24
Ducks, young
......22
21
20
Geese
14
12
.'
Koostera
Live Poultry.
lbs: or over
Turkeys,
Hens
,
Ducks, young
Geese
Springs 1
to 2 lbs
Broilers,
Rabbits.
Jacks, dozen
Cottontails

2C
22

25
19
22

6)24

18
Ii6

S20
30

1,001.2&
2.26

1.50

KS.

Eg.

strictly fresh, case aoynt. .$10.00
Butter.
45
Creameries, ex 1st grade, lb .
Creameries, 1st grade, atoraKS. , .42
2d
storCreameries,
grade (cold
40
age), lb.
10
:
Packing stock
Vegetables,
0013)10.00
Beans, Navy, cwt
GO
6.50
Beans, Pinto, cwt'.,.,..,
.15
Beans, Lima, lb.
25
.30
Beans, green, lb,

.

Shot and Killed Delahanty.
girl,, about seventeen and eighteen respectively, who have been missing for

seven years.
farmer. He
Hills was a
had a hired man named Delahanty.
He became suspicious of his wife and
the farmhand. Mrs. Hills sued for di
vorce. Hills made no contest. The
divorce was granted. On the night of
December 27, 1901, Hills called upon
his former wife to arrange a property
division. During a quarrel he shot
nnd killed Delahanty. Hills was con
victed of murder In the second degree
and sentenced to life Imprisonment.
Hills' former wife married again. She
nnd her second husband have since
died. Hills' three children disappeared,
The state parole board. In strongly
recommending it pardon for Hills on
the ground that he should have been
convicted of manslaughter, said:
"A daughter of Hills has been edu
cated at his expense after her mother
had apparently sold her into a life of
shame. The care and comfort that
Hills has been able to bestow upon
this daughter speak well for the man's
high purpose and capacity. The board
feels that the affection the daughter
has for her father Is deserved by him,
and while homicide can rarely, If ever,
be Justified, it seems to the board that
Hills has suffered sufficiently for the
crime of which he pleaded guilty."
well-to-d- o

Cost in Life and Money.
Boston. Nine million lives lost
and
worth of
$200,000,000,000
property destroyed and an outlay of
were
the
stupen
$197,000,000,000
dous statistics of the war for all nations engaged, says Secretary of War
Baker.
The compilation, he said,
was made by the general staff. Sec
was addressing a gath
Baker
retary
ering of Boston business men and
their friends. He urged the formation of a league of nations to pre
vent "another holocaust like this."
The total number of Jives lost in 'battle was placed at 7,100,000, he said,
but this did not take into account
the thousands who died in prison
and army camps.
A
A
To Store Supplies.
Washington. Major General GoethJ
als, chief of the purchase, storage and
traffic division of the War Depart- j
A
ment, asked the House military af A
fairs committee for an appropriation
of $60,000,000 to be used in storing the J
s
enormous quantities of surplus war
supplies in possession of the depart- ;j
ment. He said $30,000,000 would be J
needed for the rental of storage
houses nnd $30,000,000 for maintenJ
ance.
Thousands of tons of supplies JjJ
are being brought back to this counA
try from France.

i;x:o:i

Beans, wax, lb.
Beets, new, cwt.

.........
.......

25)

..2 00)
17

. A
Brussels sprouts
..
jolo.
cabbage, cwt.
..
..,
Carrots,
Cauliflower, lb
Celery, honleKTOwn, doz...
Cucumbers, h. h.. doz. ..
Lettuce, head, doz
Onions, table, doz
Onions, cwt
Potatoes, new, cwt.
HadiBhes, long hothouse.
HadiHhes, round, hothouse
Turnips, cwt
'.

1.75

1 .50
1

.10
2.60
.20

.75

.15'
.65
.00
.25
.60
.00
.40
.30

2.00
.17
1.50
3.60
1.50

.75
2.50
2.00
.35
.350 .40
1.75

.60

HAY AM) GRAIN MARKET.
F. O. B. Denver, Carload Prices.

Hay.
Buying Prices.
upland, per ton.. $22 00 023.00
20 0021.00
Nebraska, per ton
Prairie Hay, Colorado and
20 0021.00
Nebraska, per ton
23 00 24.00
Timothy, per ton.
.00(8)20.00
,ot iui,-ni.uiia,
South Park, per torn.,.., 22 00 23,00
Gunnison Valley, per ton., 21. 00 22.00
6 00
6.0U
Straw, per ton
Colorado

.........

GralB.
Oats, Neb. 100 lbs., buying
,.$2.45
Corn chop, sack, selling
3.10
3.05
Corn In sack, selling
100
4.00
lbs
White corn meal, per
Yellow cornmeal per 100 lba
4.00
3.34
Glutea feed, sacked, selling
Bran, Colo., per 100 lbs, selling. . 1.75

Flour.
Hungarian Patent, 98 lbs., sacked,
$5.14
subject to 48discount
lbs., sucked, subHungarian,
2.67
ject to discount
Hungarian, 24 lbs., sacked, sub1.12
ject to discount
HIDES AND PKI.TS.

Dry Flint Hides.
lOe
Butcher, 16 lbs. and up
Dives From Fallina .
Butcher under 16 lbs
20c
all
28c
Fallen,
weights....
Tower, Is Uninjured S Bulls and stags
17c
Culls
160
6c per lb. less.
salted
hides,
Dry
Shelton, Conn. When passers- A
.
Dry Flint Pelt..
Wool pelts
25e
by saw the high concrete dls-wool pelts
20c
trlbutlng tower erected by con- $ Short
Butcher shearlings
15c
tractors for construction of a
No. 2 and murrian shearings
10c
15c
saddles
of
and
Bucks,
V
over
Housatonlc
pieces
the
pelts..
bridge
Salted Hldea. Etc.
river topple....and ...fall Into the. & Cured Green
25 lbs. and up.
hides,
A
No. I
river wttn Mike Kigger, one or
isailii
hides, 25 lbs. and up,
the workmen, at the top of It $ Cured
No. 2
14iaifie
1
a
serious
accident
the.' thought
Bulla, No.
Ho
2
No.
Bulls.
lOr.
haa occurred.
Rigger dived
So
Olues, hides and skins
clear of the tower, however, and
Kip, No. 1
1820c
Kip. No. 2
16f
came up smiling. When the con- 1
Calf. No.
ssiSnftn
tractors decided to tear down
Calf, No. 2
2628o
the tower he was sent to the
Branded kid and calf. No.- 1
ISo
uranued Kip and cair. No. 2
Its
top to loosen the guy ropes
d
hides, lc Der lb. leaa thaa
which held It In place, and says $ cured.
Oreen hides. 2c oer lb. leaa than
J he had frequently
performed J
I. W. W. Wants 8trike.
J the same feat In other places, $ cured.
Gnu Salted MraahJa.
No. 1
$7 00
6.00
Butte, Mont. Industrial Workers of ,J on similar Jobs.
t
6.00 0 6.00.
v No.Headless.
the World at a meeting here voted to v
50c lesa.
Ponies and glue
2.002.00
strike in protest nrp.lnst the wage reduction put into effect by the mines
Metal
Markets.
BOX TRICK
of the Butte district. It was said an USE
Colorado settlement prices:
Bar silver, $1.01
attempt will be made to make the St.
Louis Lunch stand Proprietor la
Copper, per lb., 20 cents.
strike ceneral here. The Industrial
Lead. $5.26.
Relieved of $2,000 In LibWorkers of the World are demanding
Spelter. $6.75.
Bonds.
Tunut.n
rnn.i.lr.l.. ' ....(, ' W unu
erty
a
day and $6 a day wage
15.00.
scale. The wage scale put into effect
box trick
St Louis. The
New Vara, fatten Exchange.
Is for $4.75. It is a reduction of $1.
cost Tony Maccki of this city $2,000 in
Month
Onen Hlirh Tw cl
19.66
October
1I.T0 18.95 18.03
runs
bonds.
a
'
Maccki,
wjio
Liberty
Internationalize Rhirre:
18.75
...
19.10 ; 18.76 18
December
lunch
became
said
he
stand,
acquaint
22.20
21.25 .1111 58 A
Paris. Germany's Rhine territory
man
21.90
22.08
a
ed
named
with
20.90
May
21.10
young
"Hugo,"
will not he tuken from her. It Is now21.06
11.22
20.16
20.32
July
certain that the Rhine Is one of the and the two had planned to buy and
lu.ao
lowar.
is
spot
a
stores.
chain
of candy
waterways of Kurope which will be operate
Maccki was Introduced to an older
Butter Creamery, 88 45c,
Chicago.
Internationalized and controlled by
Ebbs Higher: firsts.
4Je: nrdinar- an
man,
alleged gold mine operator, firsu.
41 u
42c: at mark, cuaea In
the league of nations.
0
who asked Maccki to take care of
cluded. 4lfe42ttc.
Potatoes Higher; Wisconsin. Michifor him. Maccki, to show his good
president of Assembly.
gan and Minnesota,
$1.6001.75:
Weimar. Carl Kautsky, under sec- faith, drew his money from the bank. do. sacks. $1.65 1.75. bulk,
Alive Unchanged.
retary of state for foreign affairs In AH the money was supposed to have
the Ehert cabinet, was elected presi- been put In a blacc box and given to
frlee nf 8aar.
New Fork Sugar Unchanged.
dent of the German assenjbljj bj a Maccki to keep until the men returned!
vote of 374 out of 300 cast by the 'as--, When Macckl's wife became suspicious
'"' "
.,
t LMmA
the box "was opened and two $1 bifls
sembly.
Duluth, Minn. Linseed $2.10.
and pieces of newspaper were found.
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Socialists Hold Conference.
Geneva. The Socialist conference
at Berne held a session and a sensation was caused when a manifesto,
said to have come from American
sources, came under discussion. The
manifesto stated that the conference
was a deception and a pretense, as
the working class was not really represented.
Frank Bohn, who is described as the "unofficial American
delegate," was refused permission
to address the conference. The total delegation numbered 123.
S2.26 for Wheat
the farmer
Washington. While
would be paid the $2.26 government
guarantee for the 1919 wheat crop, the
.wheat would be sold to the consumer
at a price to be dictated by the law of
supply and demand under legislation
approved by the House agriculture
committee.
government . would
lose the difference between the pur
chase and sale prices'. Some witnesses7
at bearings before the committee have
predicted a world price of $1.25 a

basnet

,

f

Girl Tries High Finance.

fifteen
only
Chicago, Although
years old, Helen Rubo tried a dip In
high and fremled finance here recently. 8he wrote two checks, the first
one for $15' whicb she cashed at a
grocery, and the second for (25, which
she attempted to cash at the same
place. But before she made her second attempt the first check came back,
so that now Helen is learning that
what the Bible saya about the way of
the transgressor Is true.
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wH..ic.v, II, tt Alt
$17.00917.75:
packing. $16.60017:60;
throwouts. $16.00) 16.60; pigs, good to
choice. $14.00016.76.
Cattle Beef cattle, good, choice and
prime. $16.75 JO. 25; common nnd medium. $10.86016.76:
butcher stock,
rows and heifers. $7.10015.00; cannern
and cutters. $6.0007.10; stockers and
veuera, gtiva. cnoice nnd rsncy. Ill 00
..V,..
miiitn- - inf.rio
$8.160il.O: veal calves,' good and
choice, $15.00 0 16.60.
choice and
Sheep Lambs,
17. JS; medium and good. prime,
$17.15
$15 60.
choice nnd prime, $11.00011.26;
medium nnd good, $0.76 011.00; culls, $5.5

Caah Grata and PrarMraa.
8hoots at Hubby.
...... .
..v.
nomr
'
St. Louis. Because her husband Inal: No. 4 yellow,
j eiiuw, No.
$1.2701.10:
t
failed to come home to dlnnr as yellow. 81.22H0125.
Oats No. t white, 66 069c; standusual, Mrs. Lillian Wagner of this city ard.
69 0 61c.
aet'out In search oi him, armed with
RyeNo. 2. $1.1101.17. .i . '
a revolver. She found blm dining with
.
Barley 61095c.
Lulu Vanceleck and others and broke
Timothy $7.00010.00.
Ckrver
Nominal.
.
np the party by firing three shots.
Pork Nominal.
US
V
Lard 822,50.
Wagner and Miss Vanceleck escaped.
.

.
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"J. P." Flnea pwn Wifaj
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Justice of the Peace
fined his wife, a licensed cream buyer, $15 and costs
a cream teat.
fcr
Swanvllle, Me.

C J.

Merifield
a

$21,50

Porta Rica

..!.

0 tt.lC

in rananmlns
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more coffee today than she did beforeK
the Island "went dry," according to
San Juan coffee dealer.
,

none ton

Our Part in Feeding the Ration
(Special Information

Service, United Vtates Department

ICEHOUSE

WELL-FILLE- D

MEANS SUMMER

HELPS

:

of Agriculture.)

SAFETY

WashimkM'sWill
Saved IdPosp

UNCLE SAM'S MODERN

TOWN

Beauty and Convenience Both Kept In
Mind When Yorkship Was
Planned and Built

"Perhaps the most remarkable example of the government's ability as a
town builder is Yorkship, near Camden, N. J designed to serve employees of the New York Shipbuilding corporation," writes Robert U. Moultou
In Popular Mechanics Muguzine. This
town, where 10,(XX of Uncle Sam's
shlpworkers lived, might almost be
suid to huve been built overnight.
Sturtlng work eurly in the summer,
about a thousand houses were ready
for occupancy In October, with another thousand to follow.
"The plan for Yorkship is perhaps
the most complete town plun ever
made. Every house is complete; it
has hot and
systems, modern plumbing,
plumbing fixtures, gas range,
heuter,
lectric light and cellar furnace. The
government had at Its service the best
town planners and architects in America, and with ull the huste that wus
mude beauty and good taste were not
sueriflced. The houses are not ull alike
In color, muterlul or style. On the contrary, throughout each of these spacious, slumless tracts Is evidence that
the thing wus plunned us a whole. The
chief benefit which uccrues to the
worker from the building of these
towns is the fact that landlordism is
to be a thing unknown. The benefits
are to go unfailingly to the workers.
Itents must be based on cost and not
on the maximum which the tenants
can be forced to puy. And Inasmuch as
the government lms no desire to retain
the ownership now the war is practically ended, a scheme has beer
evolved to sell them, not to individuals, but to the new communities as a
whole, to be held In trust as commu
nlty property."
cold-wat-

bot-wut-

Sour Milk and a Bitter Man

He Tried to Run a Dairy Without Ice.

LAST CALL FOR
ICE HARVESTING

on farms where there Is no Ice house.

The mild character of the early part
of the winter, of course, has made the
potential supply of ice less than usual,
but the actual supply much greater
thnn will be gathered Is adequate for
n(l needs. It Is not necessary that ice
be of any particular thickness.
ice is desirable, but It is not essentlal. Four-Incor even three-IncIce will serve every purpose that
thicker Ice could be made to serve.
And It does not require weather very
cold and
to put a three
or four-Inccoat over the pond.
The department of agriculture recommends neighborly
In
Ice harvesting.
Two, three, or more
families Joining forces and using the
same pond or stream, If convenient,
can do the work much more easily and
expeditiously, thnn the working force
of one form alone ordinarily con do
It. Also, when done by two or more
families Jointly, Ice harvesting partakes of the nature of a picnic and
the work is done without anybody
thinking of it as a disagreeable task,
The cutting of ice Is a very simple
operation. The method recommended
by the department of agriculture Is
to mark off the pond In rectungular
figures of convenient size, then to saw
out a strip from shore to shore and
force it under the ice, leaving an open
channel to the bank. Pieces as large
as can be handled ore then sawed out
on either side, pulled ashore by men
with Ice hooks or by a horse on the
bank, then loaded, on the wugon or
siea.
The method of storing varies. If
the Ice Is to be stored In a properly
constructed Ice house with commercial
Insulation, little packing is needed. If
a house not equipped with commercial
Insulation, or some other makeshift
storage space is used, the ground
should be covered with 12 Inches of
sawdust or planlng-mll- l
shavings before the ice Is put in. A
space
should be left between the ice and the
walls and should be tightly tilled in
with sawdust or shavings, and' a cover
ing of 18 Inches of sawdust or shavs
lngs should be placed over the Ice.
Planlng-mll- l
shavings are preferable
to sawdust, being more absorbent and
not so much inclined to pack. Whether
sawdust or shavings are used, care
must be taken that the material Is
thoroughly dry.
Six-Inc-

Fairly Safe Storage May Be Secured in Cellar, or Some Other Convenient NooV.
it

h

h

h

LIBERAL

USE OF

SAWDUST- -

Many Other Advantages Betides Keeping Milk Cool During Heated Term
There Appears to Be No

Justification for Neglect

Probably the greatest advantage
from having a farm Ice house properly
filled is that the milk may always be
kept cool. But there are a score of
other advantages not to be Ignored.
Some of them pertain to things that
may be classed as summer luxuries?
no, summer necessities. Ice cream,
Iced tea, lemonade, buttermilk, Iced
watermelons, iced cantaloupes, Iced
fruits every one of them an Hem In
the summer diet that can be regarded
as contributions to the health, happiness and prosperity of the family. Unless there Is natural Ice In the farm
Ice house, they are rarely to be had.
Even if the head of the family is
perfectly willing to bear the expense
of buying artificial ice, the time Is
sure to come In most cases, It comes
frequently when there Is not time to
get the Ice out from town, times when
everybody Is busy In the harvest or
hny field and when the familiar but disheartening plea of "let it wait till tomorrow" Is heard and must be heeded.
Ice Relieves Suffering.
Indeed, It cun be heeded with some
degree of "patience when the Ice would
mean only a more palatable dessert
for dinner. But, on one of those hot
harvest days, one of the men is
brought In overheated from the field,'
or one of the ehildren becomes suddenly ill of something ' that an Ice
pack would go a long way toward relieving. Such things seem to occur
Just at those times when the Icebox
Is empty and the need Is so urgent
that there Is no time for going to town
for Ice. Unnecessary suffering is the
ISN'T IT DISAGREEABLE
inevitable result Inevitable except
TO HEAR
when there is on the farm an Ice house
Oiled from the pond or stream during
Tour best customer's patient
the winter.
complaint, "The milk was sour
The harvesting of Ice Is so simple
again yesterday."
a matter that there appears no Justi
The milk inspector's Judicial
fication for its neglect by those who
"Your
bacterial
declaration,
live In natural Ice regions. Yet, the
count is too high."
fact remains that many such do neg
The factory manager's perlect It Even for those who have not
emptory decision, "I can't make
a regularly constructed Ice house, there
good butter out of this cream and
are possibilities. Ice may be stored
I can't make good cheese out of
and kept with a fair degree of success
this milk."
In the cellar, a corner of the woodIf they are disagreeable, don't
shed. In any one of a score of nooks,
listen to them. You don't have
to be found about every farmstead.
to.
Such storage places cannot be recomThe bacterial count Is high,
mended for permanent use. They enthe milk is sour, the quality of
tail a taucb heavier loss by melting
butter and cheese is poor often
than dc properly constructed houses.
because the milk or cream
But, with the proper use of sawdust,
wasn't kept cool because there
planing-mll- l
shavings or other cheap
was no ice available, and there
insulator, they can be made to keep
was no ice available because you
Ice through the summer. The United
let all of it melt where It froze
of agriculture
States department
Instead of gathering It and putgoes to far as to say that, where Ice
ting it In your Ice house.
Is abundant and the cost of gatherFill the ice house full of naing It law, storage in makeshift places
tural ice from the pond or
may be more economical than the
'
stream. That will help to stop
building of scientifically constructed
the disagreeable things that peohouses, and does not hesitate to recomple say about your milk and
mend It as an expedient to serve qptll
cream.
there Is time for the constrsKtlop of
the right sort of hoase.
Thick Cakes Not Essential.
Provide Farm Buildings.
Of course. If the Ice Is to be available for next summer, there is no time
It will be the part of good farming
for constructing houses now. This Is to provide the necessary buildings. As
nearly the last call for" filling the soon as labor ran be had and building
bouses already built and for making materials secured It will pay to shelsue of such expedients as are possible ter stock and save crops. '
h
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Los Angeles Has Set Other Places
Good Example In Getting Rid of

Its Unsightly Billboards.

They still do things effectively In the
golden West, where in other days they
adopted the custom of shooting first
and talking afterward.
In Los Angeles, where civic pride Is
more operative than linguistic, It was
decreed that billboards were such an
affront to the artistic sense that they
should be removed from the public
To decide was to act. Men
gaze.
equipped with instruments of demolition sallied forth on June 1 and began
a work which since then has resulted
In the removal of 840 garish billboards
and has immolated them on a high altar of outraged taste. The Job still Is
going on and the hope openly is ex
pressed and nursed that before the
good work Is over "fully six miles ol
signs, objected to by the public, will
have been eliminated.
Six miles of signs eliminated ; think
of It. Two full leagues of tooth paste,
pink pills, milady's lingerie, chewing
gum, garters, etc., snatched from the
wearied gaze of an aroused people and
interned, sans appeal, sans hope. What
a place Los Angeles must be ! Clncln
natl Times-Star- .
Open Spaces Important
housing for the small com
munity means much more than for the
great city, because It Is possible to
And a
have far better standards.
small city has no excuse even If a
great one pretends to have for areas
In which grass cannot grow or garden;
flourish because of smoke and gases.
The surroundings of houses may br
made attractive.
Shrubs and flowers
may take the place of expensive con
struction If good taste Is used In theli
selection and location.
And one of the grent features al
most entirely neglected in smaller
places Is one of the most Important.
Houses may be so arranged as to leave
free open spaces for the play of children. Many cities, to be sure, have
parks or a park, but a city Is all too
likely to feel content with itself if It
has one or two such places beautifully kept and well fitted to please the
on a sedate Sunday
eye of grown-ups
afternoon walk. Far more Importnnt
Is It to have the houses In every small
area of a few blocks so planned as to
leave space for games and other public use.
-

Good

--

Rats Cause Heavy Losses.
Losses from rats in cities are enorm
ous. In 1008 the biological survey
made a careful study of rat Infestations In two cities, Washington and
Baltimore, with the result that actual
losses of produce and other property
amounting annually to $400,000 and
$700,000, respectively, were revealed.
These sums are nearly In ratio to the
populations. The Woman's Municipal
league of Boston recently announced
that losses from rats In that city
amounted to $1,350,000 each year.
Losses In Pittsburgh, Pa., have been
estimated at over $1,000,000 a year.

flesh-eatin- g
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Document Has Been
Restored and Now Rests
in Courthouse Where It
Was Filed for Probate in
1500- -4

THE annlversury of the birth of
George Washington comes again and
the whole nation pauses to pay a
tribute of respect to the memory of
the greatest figure of American history, the realization Is forced home
that Washington lives In tho hearts
of the people so vividly because of
his Intensely human traits.
The American public of today does
not worship a remote legendary hero,
whose glories gather luster through
the effusions of flattering songs and stories, but
with Its
Is on intimate terms of acquaintance
Idolized first president through the most trustletworthy agency, thut of his own
ters and documents. Through the strides of modern progress and the discovery of remarkable
paper surgery, 50,000 or more private and
official letters,
addresses, documents, reports
and accounts have been collected
rcpulred
and bound Into volumes, 400 of them, and are accessible to those who wish to peruse them In the
big library of congress In the Interest of research.
But the most Important of nil the papers penned
by Washington, and the one which, throughout Its
entire length, Is the most perfect reflection of
lilm as a man of affairs and of business, Is his
lust will and testament, almost the lust document
penned by his hand, written about five months
before Ills death. After many and varied vicissitudes this marvelous paper has been repaired
and saved to posterity by being safely deposited
In a steel vaul In Fulrfux courthouse, where It
was presented for prolinte In 1800.
Washington loved life and crowded Into his
years many und varied Interests. Through
a perusal of only a few of the hundreds of letters
written to him anil by him, it Is seen that he
all outdoor sports and games, was proficient
In most of them, gambled on horses, can Is, cocks
and lotteries, speculated in lands and Mocks,
dunced almost until the year of his death, loved
theaters, tens, receptions and ail social umuse-mentThough he made constant use of wines
on his table, moderation and method wore the
precept und principle of his life, und these traits
are forcefully Illustrated In the 24 pnges of his
will, which he prepared without legal aid, though
contrary to his usual forethought in leaving this
duty until so late In life. Every line of It bears
mute testimony to his efficiency In business and
his sense of responsibility, and It shows that he
spent considerable time in Its preparation, for In
disposing of his various properties In bequests to
relatives he went Into grent detail.
The will wns signed July I), 179!), and was
filed for probate at the county seat of the county
in Virginia In which Washington hnd lived and
died January 20, 1800, being presented In open
court by George Steptoe Washington, Samuel
Washington and Lawrence Lewis, three of the
executors.
For a long time It reposed In the office of the
clerk at Fairfax Court House, but with the confusion of the Civil war it wns removed to Richmond with other valuable papers and there lost
for a time. If being rumored thut it hnd been
picked up by a federal soldier and sold abroad.
However. It eventually turned up at Fulrfux Court
House again much the worse for Its travels anil
experiences.
Then, for a number of yours, It wns freely
handled by visitors and historians, until the
edges became frayed, great holes appeared, and
almost every sheet split In the creases, and the
Ink, though good, faded from the light and
S
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tember 22, 1800. This will Is not nearly so long
nor so Involved as thut of General Washington.
It was probated In 1802 by George Washington
Parke Custls nnd Thomas Peter, two of the executors. It was taken up with the disposition of
household effects und provisions for the education
Three granddaughters, four
of her relatives.
nieces, her grandson, four nephews, n grundnlece
and other distant relatives und friends are mentioned. To them she gave paintings, town lot
nnd to nearly nil of them she gave from five to
ten gulneus with which to buy rings.
One of the odd provisions wns: "It Is my will
und desire that Ann Mariah Washington, daughter
of my niece, be put Into hnndsome mourning at
my denth ot the expense of my estate, and I bequeath to her ten gulneus to buy a ring."
Another unusual order reads: "It Is my will
and desire thut all of the wine In bottles In the
vaults be equally divided between my granddaughters and grandson, to each of whom I
bequeuth ten guineas to buy a ring for each."
All of the fumlly pictures, except a few specifically mentioned, were left to George Washington Parke Custls, nnd to him went a large collection of household furnishings, including beds,
water coolers, china nnd furniture. Speclul provision was made for the educution of three nephews, who were to be fitted in "some useful
trade," nnd she mude a further provision that
100 pounds be given to each to set him up in his
trade.
The belated return of these two famous documents, so essentially personal and humnn in their
contents, to the little courthouse where they were
both filed for prohnte over n century ago has
mode of Fnlrfux Court House another Mecca for
tourist, nnd It Is rapidly falling
the history-lovinInto line after Mount Vernon and Alexandria In
point of popularity.

partment paper surgeons was rendered unavailable.
As a lulior of love and appreciation for the historical vulue of the document und Its fnmous
author, the library of congress tluully volunteered
to send Its most expert manuscript repairer down
to Fairfax to make the repairs nnd put the 24
pages Into a condition that would Insure them
This entailed the
against further destruction.
shipping to Fulrfux of considerable equipment,
Including a heuvy press.
To put the buttered pnper in good condition required 10 iluys of the most painstaking work on
the part of William Berwick, the library's skilled
manuscript mender, who made duily trips to the
quuint old courthouse. The first step toward
restoration utter he hud photographed every one
of the rugged puges wus setting the Ink. This
was done by a liquid process or bath designed to
prevent further fading. Then euch one of the
sheets wus backed or mounted upon crepellne, a
sort of trnnspurent durable silk guuze, which allowed any reasonable amount of handling. Then
came an endless amount of scraping, patching,
pasting nnd cutting which only the deftest, most
expert fingers could do, und the results would uot
have been se remarkably satisfactory but for a
most fortunate clrcumstunce.
When It came to grafting new material into the
old manuscript to replace the old which had been
worn uwuy, the great problem luy In finding new
material thut would match In texture und color
thut upon which the will was written. Mr. Berwick wns In despair us to where to find pnper for
the patches which would make the will look us
good as new, when' by a lucky chance In a secondhand book store In Washington u number of blank
sheets of the writing paper which George
hud made especially fur his personal use
were discovered. This wus exnetly what wos
wanted und now, unless one holds the sheets of
the restored will In such a position thnt the bright
light will shine through them, there Is no way of
telling where the old purt, or rather the orlginul
part, leaves off nnd the grafted sections begin.
When Mr. Berwick completed his task, which
cost the Fairfax authorities nothing, the sheets
of the document, mounted upon cardboard, bound
In the form of a book mounted with a handsome
red levant cover, were placed In u steel fireproof
and burglurproof sufe constructed especially for
the purpose, in accordance with the specifications
of the government officials.
The will, which hns been called the most valuable relic of any left to posterity by the father
of his country more valuable than the swords,
books, furniture or china, In view of the fnct thnt
it more faithfully portrays the mind of the man
himself, reflecting his personality us notlilug else
could do so perfectly, opens us follows:
Wash-ingto-

n
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CHOICE OF BUT TEN STATES.
New York state had no part In the election of
the first president of the United States. For some
years following the establishment of the federal

government, the legislatures of most of tho states
electors, the people voting
for them only Indirectly, their choice being expressed by their votes for legislators. A deadlock
between the sennte and the nssembly prevented
the selection of electors from New Tork stute.
Ithode Island nnd North Carolina had not yet
ratified the Constitution, so Washington was
elected the first time by the votes of only ten of
the 13 states.
New York city wns the scene of the first inauguration, however. Wushlngton took the oath on
the portico of Federal hall, on the present site of
tho subtrensury, at Wall and Nassau streets, April
SO, 1789.
Immediately following this ceremony he
retired within the building and delivered an address to congress, which met in Federal hall In
those days. John Adams, the second president,
nlso addressed congress in person, but Jefferson
broke the custom which President Wilson hns revived. Jefferson stigmatized thut form of address
as monarchical and put his message In writing.
New York Sun.
chose the presidential

I, George Washington, of Mount Vernon, a citizen of
the United States and lately president of the same, do
make, ordain and declare this instrument, which Is
written with my own hand and every page thereof
subscribed with my name to be my last will and testament, revoking all others.

In it he directs that:
To my beloved wife. Martha Washington, I give and
bequeath the use and benefit of my entire estate, real
and personal, for the term of her natural life, except
such parts thereof as are specifically disposed of.
He also ordered that his hody he Interred "In a
quiet manner, without parade or funeral oration."
One clnuse, which hus been extensively quoted,
Is, as follows:

BUILT FROM

the decease of my wife It Is my will and dein my own right

Concerning the disposition of his slaves, the
general gave more explicit directions than to any
other purt of his estate, und he especially directed
that none of them should be sold outside of Virginia.
He directed that Ids debts, which he said were
"few und none of great magnitude." be "punctually and speedily puid." He also calledmenattention
of the
to the fact that many of the young
United States were being sent abroad to foreign
countries to be educated and were contracting
habits of dissipation and principles unfriendly to
republican government. To aid In stopping this
he gave 50 shores In the Potomac company toward the endowment of a university within the
District of Columbia under the auspices of the
general government. He also made provision in
his will for the construction of n new family vault
at Mount Vernon, In which might lie placed the
remains of himself nnd his near relatives.
The will may be seen through the glass side of
the vault In which It Is deposited, before which
luuig heavy green curtains to exclude the light.
Fairfax Court House Is doubly rich in view of
the fuct that It now also treasures the will of
Martha Washington, also returned to It after
many years of wandering. It was signed on Sep

HIS OWN PLANS.

At the lute date of 1827 n wish expressed by
George Wushlngton In his will was obeyed, ne
hud culled attention to his selection of a spot for
a new tomb for himself and fumlly nnd those of
the fumlly already burled in the old vault. The
old tomb was disadvantageous!'
situated on the
side of a hill which was subject to landslides.
For the new vault he specified not only the spot,

Upon
which I hold
sire that all tlie sluves
shall receive their freedom.

crest of
SEEMS TRIBUTE t)F NATURE dark gray volcanic rocks, the of our
which forms an exact likeness
face
Remarkable Formation of Rock That Immortal George, seemingly lying
upward, as If In a peaceful sleep. The
Has Most Striking Resemblance
hero's large, bold features the backto George Washington.
ward wave of the hair, his massive
frill of the
Among the many monnments to shoulders and even the
on a
Washington Is the one which every shirt front are all reproduced

visitor to the Cape Verde Islands will
femsmber as one of the most colossal
and nhirvelous freaks of natural sculpture In existence. Along the farther
side of the harbor of San Vicente, the
principal town, rises a bold ridge of

j
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When It beenme apparent that steps should be
taken to hold the torn sheets together, Rome one
in authority In Fairfax turned the will over to a
woman resident to be mended, which she did most
literally and most disastrously with" a course
needle and equally coarse thread. Consequentlv
the needle holes and heavy thread soon worked
till greater havoc through the carefully worded
pages.
Then a group of men Interested In the collec
tion and preservation of historic documents,
headed by Lawrence Washington, sought to have
the paper turned over to the government, so that
In
New Jersey.
Licorice
experts of the state department might have
It ,1s possible that licorice, which thechance
to repnir and deposit It for
now comes from the Mediterranean,
ing, along with other importnnt papers of the
may at no distant time be grown II government. But the Virginia authorities refused
New Jersey. Experiments are now to
permit the manuscript to leave Fairfax Court
tinder way with the imported plants. House,
and consequently the aid of the state de

Both of Benefit to '"an.
Speak ill neither of the camel nor
Location of Well.
When locating the well the direction of the wind ; the camel Is a benefit to
of surface and underground drainage man and the wind Is an emanation of
should be considered, to the end that the spirit of God. Mohamet.
the water supply may not be contamiAbout Earthworm.
nated by the sink drain, cesspool or
The earthworm is omnivorous. It
other sources of filth.
swallows an enormous quantity of
earth, from which It extracts any diSatisfy Yourself First
Something Wrong With Cow.
Look Into the milk when you get gestible matter It may contain.
If a cow is listless and inactive and
pays but little attentiou to what Is go- through milking and if you would not
It Require Judgment
ing on around her the owner may be be willing to take a drink of the milk,
Hard work Is necessary, but hard
sure that something is wrong with you should do si cleaner Job of miik-work must be backed up by Judgment
her.t
I
Useful Birds on Farms.
Birds of prey. Including eagles,
hawks and owls, may be included In
animals that on
the list of
the whole are more useful than harmful, because their chief economic function Is to destroy noxious rodents.

2

but also dimensions and materials. According to
these, his own plans, n tomb was built, and his
and Mrs. Washington's bodies were transferred
to It, along with the temains In the old vault of
other members of the family. The latter were
buried within the vault, out of sight, while the
bodies 'f General mid Sirs. Washington are In
stone coffins above the ground, within plain view
between a gnted iron doorway.
REALISTIC.
"You have a realistic picture to advertise your
breakfast fool."
"Almost too realistic. A gout came along and
ate one right oft the billboard." Louisville
.

PERPLEXITY.
"You used to promise anything that might
please the voter's fancy."
"Yes," observed Senator Sorghum. "I don't try
that any more. Voters are getting so notionute
you can't even tell what kind of a promise Is going to suit their fancy."

The President's Title.
Washington, the first president, was
Inaugurated Aliril 30, 1789. The ceremony was delayed several days while
congress disputed as to whether the
chief magistrate should have such title
as "his excellency." "his highness" or
the like. It was decided that be should
be simply "the president of the United
States."

pence. A free people ought not only
to be armed, hut disciplined; to which
end a uniform nnd
plan
Is requisite: and their safety nnd interest require that they should promote such manufactories as tend to
render them independent of others for
essential, particularly military, supplies. George Washington.
d
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Would Be Prepared for War.
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pracnce wise ann in- - rnocrats. We differ sometimes, but
two million asset is worth saving C,request
nrec If. Van Stniu to the effect tellirent economy,
and
Clovis
carefully
News.
men and patients there after this
to the state as such, aside from that banks cannot he
unorgan zed
both in the5v jiscussion7 and
weigh the
date.
No
the more important duty of protect der New
compromise.
for a less capi- phvs'fal equipment of the schools
Company Increase Stock
man evcr
exact, what he wants.
ing a number of our citizens.
talisation than $25,000
1
and in the citrieula. lets us not belt;,. that in these
he J. A. Latta Grocer Co. at this
;
the
LUNA
questions in
Assistant Attorney General N. D. sint ful nor niggardly concerning the
place has increased its capital stock
committee where there are differen
WHY THEY WORRY
Mever answerine a rennest fnr in proper preparat;on
ot our youth. The ce if opinion
to
$40000. The new incorporators of
the
you
get
tiy'h
formation from
Gallegos of nest should not be too good when
Henry Davis of Columbus is hav'ns;
the business under its increase cap
because you d scuss them.
Uninformed people express
says that in precincts the future is considered.
sur- lorreon,
The pre- only
are: lister stone, h. M. Stokes, ' a rooming house 25x80 erected nf
ital
Now
all
of
To
this?
the
why
where
bring
a
of
the
dobe bIcks. J. B. KauffTn.-- n
peace was not sent is a good time for the survival
prise because of the activity of the elected justice
J. W. Wilkinson' and. Cash Ramev
of
at the last justice election, of the fit. in the truly needful things. attention of the Senate to the fact
holders of railroad securities, but
tnd the officers of the company will Deming is the contractor doing the
conditions which existed
tbere i. a good reason for that acti- incumbents to that office are per- "Now that the war is over and the that the
De Lester Stone,
president; Cash WUIS.
By EDNAH AIKEN
to hold over in National Budget, on that account, prior to December, 1917, so far as
vity, and it should interest every mitted and required
and H. M.
Ramey,
criticisms of the War Department
" a successor qualifies." can be out
office
until
A. Frederickson, proprietor of the
and
woman
child
New
in
down
United
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the
r.
nan,
secretary-treasureokes,
Clovis
are concerned, exist
and for
Columbus Ice and Electric Company,
Slates.
Mex;co can well afford to be most a
News.
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I
while
to
little
address
going
liberal with its school
It ia estimated that at least $17,- - 'NEW MFXICO AUTOMOBILE
received word from the manufacyour attention to them.
0000,OCO of railroad securities
turers that the last of his equipSHOW OPENS FEBRUARY S
Fire Horse. Sold
arej
come
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There
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"my
every
ia the hands of the investing public,
The ct'v's fire horses, two big ment for the new I'ght and power
morning hundreds of letters from
and, contrary to the belief of soma,' A good attendance is predicted by
Most all
and saved
bays, which have been the pride of plant had been shipped.
PESTALOZZI'S AMBITION,
men in the Army, from their
young
M.
a
small
Barber nf the auto
nart af Prtdent C
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comparatively
the city for s:veral years, were sold the plant had been installed and
mothers, from th;ir wives, and from
Valwhen
that immense gum is in the hands hobilr asociatona which is staerini?
this
last
at public auction last, Saturday, the
shipment arrives it
In a circular letter to his teachers every class of people who are direct- t. r.Co men.. .rtn.
.n.unance la. - ccona annual auio snow at Al-- 1
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Harrion. president
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th; First
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The reconstruction of the Twelfth
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Jack
McWorter, foreman Walter th; arrangement of buildings more
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THEIR WORK IN NEW MEX a teacher? Do you look upon yonr that the conditions are practically
p
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from
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convenient for all concerned.
outfit,
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showing, and after turning
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iliar facet will be misted from our
midst. Farmington Hustler.

NEW MEXICO

MINIMUM VALUATIONS OF LIVE STOCK FOR YEAR
HORSES.

SAN MIGUEL

NEWS REVIEW

Hit.

NEW MEXICO STATE LAND SALES

Per Head

Two Robb.d At Y. M. C A.
While its owners were ensealed in
Cava fry have been a game of volley ball with the
, of the Twelfth
in from Mt, Riley and Her- - nets men's class at the Y. U. OA.
tnanas, and until the new service is recently, $38.50 was stolen from the
inaugurated patrols will be sent out pockets of Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts
The loss of
from here wh'ch will uatrol from and, A. L. Blackburn.
Hermanas to Mt. Ril:y. Columbus Blackburn's money was discovered
Courier.
first and Dr. Roberts said he never
x
i
got "stung," at he always leaves
The building of the quarters forj hit money with the secretary. Later
the Twrnty-fotrrt- h
now
he chanced to remember that he had
Infantry is
well under way, more than a doze placed a $20 bill in his pocket and
buildings having been started, some forgot to leave it at the desk. He
of which are almost, completed. Forj reached in the pocket and found it
eacn organization three Dut. clings empty.
are being erected. A large hall to
be used as quarters, a mess hall and Lai Vegas Will Have Creamery
A. J.
an amusement hall. It is expected
Nichols, an experienced
that the Second Rattal:.in will move creamery man of Pueblo, has practinto their new quarters some time ically decided upon opening a cream-cr- y
in this city. Mr. Nichols was
this week.
here and was assisted by a committee of the Commercial club in huntLINCOLN
He being prospective locations.
lieves he has found a suitable place.
It is believed a creamery will be
According To Schedule
O. T. Nye, the new Cashic of the a success here from the start. Mr.
Lincoln State Bank, arrived, is was Nichols will ask that Las Vegas mer- expected, and wfill take charge of the, chants handle his goods and Las Ve- s
reins ot mat popular place or
people ask tor it provided h;s
ness. Mr. Nye has just returned from butter is as Kood or better than
cova visit to the coast, his absence
o;hcr butter offered for sale here
er'ng a period of about three weeks. If he can't make as good or better
Mr. Campbell, the retiring Cashier butter th in is now obtainable he
of the Bank will remain in Carrizozo. doesn't want the business.
and will also remain in active ser-- l
A creamery is expected to be' a
vice in the bank as 1st Vice Prcsi- - strong incentive for increasing the
HenL.
Carrizozo Outlook.
dairy business in this section, wh'ch
is especially adapted tor dairying.
Las Vegas Uptic.
MCKINLEY
busi-call-

Condemned Cow Ponies
Good Ponies
Work Ponies

Horses,
Horses,
Horses,
Horses,
Horses,
Horses,
Horses,

ed

ViNot
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not

Work

Stock
Stallions
Stallions

Thorough-bre-

d

than
than
than
than
than
than
than

less
less
less
less
less
less
less

t

$ 1800
45.00
45.00
67.50
27.00

-

450.00

,
d

Per Head
than $ 45 00
than 90.00
540
than
than 45000
than 180.00

less
less
less
less
less

Per Head
Not less than $ 29.70
Not less than
31.50

Common, on open range
Common, in pasture
Graded, on range
Graded, in parture
Thorough-bre- d
Herefords
or other beef
Other Thorough-bre- d
Classes
' Cattle, Common
Cattle,
Dairy
Cattle, Improved Dairy

Not less than
Not less than

3240

than

49 50
49.50

than
than

4950

Hss
less
less
less

Not
Not
Not
Not

s

74.25

Will Use Tractors to Haul TNT
Eight hundred - soldiers . ar;i now
stationed at Fort Wingate, 15 miles
from Gallup. Two hundred imore
arrived last week also sixty tractors
which will be used to haul the TNT
which the government is storing at
the fort in' immense qtiant'ties. Four
thousand seven nunrircn t ct ot trarK
extend
will be laid bv the Santa
iner southwest from the main line
from mile post No. 129.

.

Two-year-o-

Two-year-o-

Four-year-o- ld

Cows--

Bulls

Fined For Being Drunk
Judge P." S. Kelly held his
session of justice of the peace
ast Wednesday
night when
repentants, who wers charged
and
drunk
disorderly,
being
miilty, as charged.
Ihey were
assessed $8 00 ami the usual
mings. Hillshoro Advocate.

than

first
court
f've
wit.1!

plead
each
trim

Coming
Coming
Coming
Coining
"
Coming
Cows
Bulls

Not
Nat
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not

d

Two-yearro-

Four-year-o- ld

Steers

less
less
less
less
less
less
less

than
than
than
than
than

$ 22.05

32 40
36 90
36 90

GRADED CATTLE ON OPEN RANGE.

IV.

Coming Yearl'tig Heifers
Coming Ycarling'Stoi'rs
l Heifers
' Coming
Steers
Coming
Coming Three and
Cows
Bulls

Not
Not
Not
Not

than
th.m
than
than
Not
than
Not less thrtn
Rot less than

Two-year--

d

I'our-ycar-o- ld

Steers

less
less
less
less

$ 2.1 40
2.1 '0
.1..00
.1'IM)
.17 Wi

Ter Head

tl

Four-year-ol- d

n

-

Steers

riM-in-

ar

o-

than
than
lhan
than

.ViK)
40 50
30 CO

39.d0

P.aro

Common,
Common,
Improved,
Improved,
Thorough-hrcdThorough-breThrough-bre-

over one year old
under one year old
over one year old
Ui.dcr one year old
,
over one year old
over one year old

d,

d

Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not

less
less
less
less
less
less
less
less

than
than
than

Not
Not'
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not

less
less
less
less
less
less
less

Per Head
than $ 1.90
2.50
than
3 50
than
5.25
than
3 50
than
than 11.25
18.75
than

than
than
than
than
than

$ S25

425
0.00
5 00
7.50
6.50
15 00
1875

GOATS.
Goats, Common
Coats, Low Grade Angora
.Gpats, High Grade Angora
Angora
Goats, Thorough-breGoats, Mixed Herds Angora
Goats, Bucks, Grade Angora
Angora
Goats, Bucks, Thorough-bre- d
d

Per Head
Not less than
Not less than
Not less than

$ 5,o;i
1000
15.00

All values on livestock hereinbefore mcntione are the minimum
valuations to be placed on the various kinds of livestock, and are
not to be taken or considered" as the full value of all such livestock, but in every case it is the t'uty of the Assessors and the
County Commissioners to ascertain and fix the actual value of all
such livestock, no matter how greatly the value may exceed the
minimum figures hereinbefore shown. It is obvious that the value
of livestock must vary greatly withlocal conditions, character of
the animals, proximity to market and facilities for transportation, but in no case shall'the values be less than those herein
given.
OF LAND SALE.
and by virtue of an Order of Court
obtained in Cause No. 9075. in the
Court of the First Judicial Disthe Slate of New Mexico, sitting
in and for the County of Santa Fe, on
December 14th, IW. I aa Administrator of
the Estate of Polly P. Smith, deceased,
will offer fnr sale' and sell to the highest
bidder for cash, subject to the approval
of the Court, at the front door of the Court
House, in the City of Santa Fe, State of
New Mexico, on Tuesday the 25th day of
the
February, 1919. at the hour of 10 in desof aaid oay, the following
forenoon
t:
the South
cribed real property,
west quarter of Section one, Township
160
eleven, Range aeven. East, containing
acres, more or less. Said land ia situate
New
of Santa Fe,
Mexico,
in the Count
and fa located near Hyer Postoffict in aaid
the
county. Said aale ia being made for aaid
purpose tjf closing ap the affaira of
"

.

PERRY L. ROLEY.
Administrator.

JAS. W. NORMINT,
Attorney for Plaintiff Administrator.
Santa Fe, N. U.
First Publication January 31. 1919.
Last Publication February 21, 1919.

NEW MEDICAL TREATMENT

Albuquerque

'

25-26- -27

Inmproraxl Cataract Oparativa
Little thinr console ut because PERFECT FITTING OF CLASSES
recovery.
The epidemic so far took a death little things afflict us.
toll of eleven, with three deaths
Saata Fa
from other causes, and many fam- - The world belongs to the energetic. LaacMia Biock

MTIE EDWARDS

&

OFFICE
Jtt Waaainf ttra Aw.

Saata Fa, Now Mcxic.

Commissioner

the

Possession under contract of sale for the
above drit rtl-.tli be given on
tract
Public or before October 1st, 1919.
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Each of the above described
be offered lot sale separately.

tracts

The above sale of lead will be subject
terms sad coaditioas.
to tbe following
via:
fhe successful bidder most par
Commissioner of Public Lands or his agent
of the
holding such sale,
four
price offeree! bv him for theforlead,
balper ceat interest ia advance fees the
for adance of such aprchsse price,
.11
coats
sad
vertising aad epprsieemeat
incidental to the sale bereia, each aad
all of .aid amounia mu.t be deposited ia
cash or certified enehaage at the time
of sale .ad which said . amoaats aad all
o the
of theaa are subject ta' forfeiture
State of New Mexico, if tne swccessrui
witbia
tract
hiHrfee do, wot execute
Co.
thirty days after it hss beea saailed cowto
bias by the State Lead Office, said
tract ta provide that the purchaser may
st bis optioa make paymeatse of aot leas
of aiaety-fivtbaa
per ceat
of the purchase price at aay time after
tbe sale sad prior ta the expiratioa of
thirtv ve.rs from tbe date of the con
tract aad ta provide for tbe payment of
ot
anpaid balance at the expirati.

.

paymeata
at the rate of foar oer ceat per aaaum
payable ia advaace oa the aaaiveraary of
the date of the contract, partial payments
to be credited oa tbe aaaiverssry of the
date of tbe contract steal follow ieig tbe
date of temdee.
Tbe above aale of load will be .abject

largest ia the Country e.tabli.bed U yesra
Thousands Hoairable
Wealthy members
Wishing Early marriare, both sex. Strictly
Confidential list free. The Old Reliable Club
731
Madison, Oakland, Calif.-- No.
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EYE EAR NOSE AND THROAT
fravaa.

sale.
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Convention New
Mexico Cattle and
Horse Growers'
Association
Jewt ratarsMtl

Office
snds.

V

itn
....!
TV is

Fourth Annual

'

SALE

LEA COUNTY

s.

r..

Cattle
Growers
MARCH

PUBLIC LAND

Witness my ham and the official scaj
Santa Fe. New Mexiee. of llie State
Land ufftre of the Stare of
New
this twenty-firs- t
day of De
is hereby eiven that pursuant l'i cember,Mesiro,
1918.
provementa.
inr l)riivisi''ns ot an Act ol I imnrni. nn.
Lol 3. Sec. 5; T. 7 S., proved June 2t)ih, I'io, the laws of t h .
Sale No. IJ2
FRED MULLEN,
of New Mexico and the rulrs and
R. 29 E.. containing 4017 acres. There
Commusiom-- t oi I'ubti
'regulations ol the Mate Land Office, the
no improvements.
o? New
I'nmmiMionrr ol Public I. amis wiH offer I' st Publication Dec. State
27, 1918.
to tne nic test bidder
S' S'4, Sec. 9; NWJj, Sec.
7. M9.
Sale No. 13311
jnioiic
.March
1'uhlicalmn
ft
hi . on
17. vwu
71. I
n
via c- 15
ii n af. Ann l(n. '
uiioik,
,y. In 'he town ol I.ovinktton,
(
acres.
There
R. 24 E., containing BOO.OO
ounty of
I.ea. Stale of New Mexico, in front of III,
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
are no improvements.
(court home t Inr. in, ihe following described
Sale No. 1331
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
SFtfSK. Sec 13; T. 13 tracts of land, vis:
NW'K
S. K. 2VA K.. NWKNE!.. NF.HSV!4.
t... W. JZ; T. 12 S.
.
PUBLIC
SEW. See. 21: EHNW'4. Sec 31; N KV4SW J4. '
LAND SALE
37
containing 33(1 m acres. The itnSec. .IS- T. l.t S.. R. 21 E., NWMSKU, Sec.
ol
provementa
Sec
consist
SWV1NWV4
MORA COUNTY
Sic. 3; NE(4X'W,
fencing, value ?1UOOO
1
T. 14 S.. R. 20 E.. containing 4IX'.X
Sale No. 133J
T.'A.
7; T. 15 S R.
Office of the Commissioner
of Public
acres.
There are no improvements.
35
Th- K., ronla ninir .1D.K2 acres.
im- - Lands.
S..nt
No bid on th above dm tilled tracts ot provementa consist oi fencing, value $100 1(1.
Ke, New Mexico
for IrBI thsn
Notice is hereby Kiveu thai purs-l.ii.- t
lv,
tu
'and will lie arii-pleh.iihoi- - d. ., ribed .rai m
ill U
t
Act
(."on, less, ap
Dollars ($s till p r acre, wlnt h is the ap be 'o hid or.
provisions ot Ii an Pllll.
accepted
lor less 11. an HVt IM'L- - i.ron.l
of th.
Ihe
li.o. .1.
ap l in a'Miti n in. r
value Itirn-'l- .
pram-us.ooi per acre, wmcn is Ihe ap Sta:e ol New Mexico
Ihe ruies snc
he successful holder must pay fer tl.r
.".i-...- i
..o.e
r. ul :t ion
hhi
in.inion tnerei
ol Die
ii i O.live. the
itnpmvenH nt s that exist on the land.
me ..HCevsilll hid I. r te;. .t t.tv lor the itn
nn... M net oi rutioc l.anS wili offer
... p;il-.menls lh.it exist in thland.
sale to t fie hul.est
bolder
at
described tracts will
Eat h of ihe ahov
M
o'clo.k, A M., on Tuesday, Marcb
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Free.
Pre.. Syndicate, 21S St. Louis. Mo.
thereto
praised value thereof, and in addition
imfor
the
Hiidder
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successful
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Witness mr'h.nd and the official seal
tne land.
PERSONAL
provement! that exist
of Ihe State Lsnd Office of the Slate of
New
this fourteenth day of DeH- Lota 1, 1. t, II. Sec. t; cember,Mexico,
tSM
Sale
191s.
LADY RANCH OWNER, 45, worth
T. 2 N., R. 26 E., containing 115.29 acre..
MULLER.
FRED
The improvement, consist of fencing, grub35,
Would Marry.
Commissioner of Public Lands. $50,000.
right on 53.00 acre.,
bing, plowing andNawater
State of New Meiico. League, Toledo, Ohio.
bid oa the above desvalue tl,90 00.
First Publication December 2T1, 1918.
cribed tract of land will be accepted
Last Publication Marcb 7, IS 19.
MARRY IF SINGLE for sure msrrisga best
less tbaa I1CS0 per acre

c....
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Under
had and
District
trict of

The Commissioner of Public Lands or hit
agrni holding such sale reserves the right
to reject any and all bids offered at said

FOR PUBLICATION

I.,:

SWINE.
Swine, over three and under six months old
Swine, s:x months and under one year old
Swine, over one year old

to valid existing rights, easements, rignta-oway, and reservations.

MEXICO

a

Per Head
Sheep,
Sheep,
Sreep,
Sheep,
Sheep,
Sheep,
Rams

NOTICE

'it

34.20

than
than
than

-

OF NEW

Lands

Mexico

-.

....

$ 2) 75
?4 75

SHEEP.

Diiroc-Jer-sje-

i:i.-na-

lees
less
less
less
less
less
less

The forcpoinpr are minimum valuations. Assessors must not pro
helow the amounts piven. Cattle worth more than the minimum
CalsVcs should he assessed
shown should he assessed accordinnly.
at what they are worth according to age, breed and condition.

non-jur-

Spanish-America-

Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not

,,

First Publication January 17, 1919.
Last Publication March 28, 1919.
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Connnp; YearliiiR Heifers
Cominrr Yearling
Heifers
CominRi
Stt'crs
Coininir
Coming Three and
Cows
Bulls

FIELD,
t uoltc

r.sf

.1.1.10

GRADED CATTLE IN PASTURE.

V.

01

,,,,
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Per Head

'
Mrs. Nora Truax has became the
Town Water Works
owner of the C. H. Watson cleaning
the an, pressing establishment on Court
At the regular meeting of
Vilhtge Trustees and Mayor of Roy street. Mrs. Truax will shortly
evening, an ordinance was tan a stream cleaner and pressor.
passed to issu? S4,t.-- ; Pocorro Chieftain.
unanimously
000.00 Bonds for the Water Works.
voted last year.
The students of the Magdalena
The plan now is to buy the five High School have arranged to publish
lots between the oil tanks and the a n,S!h School pane.-- .
The first
Base Ball park, abutting on the R.'n.-mbewas on sale lat Saturday.
house-tracR.
k
and drill a wJl, R0. Ti,is nt.w enterprise speaks well for
to i iuu icei in ticpin, or mi tne w ucr nc school.
strata is pierced tor a suit cicnl
supply an direct riumping and storTORRANCE
age equipment and lay water main.-"nthe nrinrin.il srrpets.
Howard Payne shipped five cars
Roy is going to get in line for the
bit? things that are coming for the of cattle from Willard to his feed- near future and th;s is the f'rst long ing pens in Colorado last week.
stride she has taken. Here- noping
it will be better than the fondest
Judge Edward Mcehem is conducthones of the village administration- ing his first term of court in this
y
cases are becounty.' Only
Roy
ing heard at this time.
Mora and Colfax counties are getMercantile Co. has shipting more moisture than is desired2 Wifiard.
even for next years crops. From
ped in several more cars of hay
to 6 inches of snow fell in the east- during the week.
ern sections of those counties last
Mrs. L.
Burt, and children of
week, and from 2 to 4 feet in the
Mountainair have gone to Cal'fornia
mountains.
in Koncs that a lower altitude wilt
The stockholders of the Farmers benefit the formers health.
& Stockmens bank and the Wagon
Mound Trust & Savings bank met
union
Saturday, February 8, 1919, and final
for
were
completed
arrangements
H. O. Wood, a farmer living west
the consolidation of the two banuks.
y
of Fotsom, sh'pped in a
boar 12 month old weighing
mHs.
QUAY
MOQ
for a no.
Mr. Wood has movei' in our 5?c'ion
lati-land.it mak ng a special of.
Business Men Work Road
fire I o.n Les Moini'i
A number of business men used up
tika.
a day working the road west of
last week. There is a moveA representative of the Santa Fe
ment on here in the city amonp
automob le owners and business men Coal & Coke Company was in Folsom
to
to spend as much as three dollars last week making arrangements on
ueweiiyn roai janns
per capita or put a man on the road; develop tne
to work a day. The roads will soon Johnson Mesa. When Tow Lewellyn
be in condition to travel if we will owned thefand coal was hauled from
onlv keen this movement ud during: the mine and sold in Folsom. Des
the spring and summer. Tucumcari Moines Swastika.
American.
Farmers Have Rabbit Drive
Rabbit drives have been an interROOSEVELT
esting pastime for the farmers the
last few weeks, according to reports
bv the County Agents about 1500 of
Orphans Home at Portalos
A temporary orphans home was the jacks have been scalped. Rabbits
opened this week at Portales under
annually damage the crops of Union
the auspices of the State Baptist as- countv to the amount of several
sociation with Rev. L. M. Gambrell, thousand dollars and this work en-is
pastor of the Portales Baptist commendable and should receive
church, in charge. A ten room couragement by the farmers. Claybouse has been secured. The first ton Citizen.
orphans to enter the home will be
and fatherless
Y. George recently purchased the
three motherless
and three from bu'ldings orrupid bv the Ermiormm
Roswell children,
and the I ibcrty Theitre of Des
Magdalena.
The consideration was
Mrvnes.
Oil Claims Being Located
$1500.
The county clerk's office is being
Mark Fenter who trid farm life
swamped with filmgs of placer oil
locations made under th; mining fnr a while on a ranch near Des
laws of the State and the United Moines, last week purchased the
States: these are coming principally Mitchcll garage in that city and will
from the northwest part of the coun- run the business. '
region.
ty, in the Taiban-TolPortalet Newt.
Thet election which was held in
School District No. 81. January 25th
"SANDOVAL
1919, for the nurpoee of voting bonds
.'.
for the erect'on of a school build-inin that distrct. in the amount of
Twelve True Bill Returned
tinanimout for the bonds.
The grand jury which began its $.1000 was Citizen.
Clayton
session at Bemalil.o last week, has
finished its work and wat discharged Remarkable Heroism
by Judge Hickey. Twelve true bills
of Senec. a
Zelma Anderson,
and four no bills were returned.
eleven year-ol- d
little
girl demonswere
bills
returned
true
the
Among
trving ordeal recentthose against Leslie Collier, James trated durinf;anda heroism
that is rareYarber and Jacobo Gurule, charged ly, bravery
with larceny of cattle; Albino San- ly seen in a child so young. . Whjle
h:s way to a disdoval, charged with larceny of a her father was on
her two young brothers
horse; Ruit Chavez and Augustine tant store,
poured trunoower on the ground in
Largo, charged with murder,
front of the home and touched it
with
assualt
Anaya, charged
with a deadly weapon, and.Placido off .with matches. The clothing of
caught
Chavez, charged with discharging the youngest boy. Robert,
fire, and screaming, he ran toward
firearms in a .settlement
the
tear
to
tried
who
his
sister,
The) erirnTnal docket was taken up
c'o'hes from his body and
Monday morn'ng. It is not expect- htrniner
him
ed that the session will last longer then p'eked him up and carried
him in blankets
than Friday on account of a short- :nto the hons to roll flames
entirely.
and extinguish the
age of funds for the court purposes. The
girl then rush to the pasture,
dashed
after
on
and
a
horse
leaped
SAN JUAr
her father. At the nearest house
hat h'd a te'ephone she summoned
Dr Winchester and then kept on
Eplelanaic Sabaidias
The second epidemic of influenza until the caught up w'th her
is subsiding and many of the suffer- father and brought him baric home.
ers are back at their place of busi- The boy was taken to the hosoital,
ness again. The nurses from out- where he died this week of his burns.
side are being released, and but a
Per mother at th f'me was in
few new cases are reported. There! Tulsa. Oklahoma., where she had gone
are a few cases the doctors consider to have her babies eyes, treated.
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COMMON CATTLE IN PASTURE.
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$ 2025
20.25
.1150
less than

less
loss
less
less

contracts of sale for
tracta will be give

Wilneii mv hnnit mnA th. nflital
nt the Slate Land Office of the Slate ol
new Mexico, this ninth dv of January.

STATE

-

less' than
lesj than

Not
Not
Not
Not
Steers Not
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Not
.

ander

the above described
on or Deiorc uc.oner

arelif'e
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Heifers i
Coming Yearling Steers
Heifers
Coming
Steers
Coming
Three
and
Coming

Mexico.
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II. COMMON CATTLE ON OPEN RANGE.

Coming-Yearli-

New

Sale Nn. 1321
NW& Sec. 35; T. 4 S.,
R. 29 E., NWS4. Sec. 1; SW!4. NWSE'4.
Sec. 12; NWJa, Sec. 13; T. 5 S., R. 29 E.,
containing 7J0.29 acres. There are no ini.

-

,

Ft.

Sale No. 1J27
SEtf, SEtfSWX, Sec. 23;
NWKNEX, KKHNWX, WVJNWH. Sec. 24;
R. 27 E. containing 360.00 acres,
T. 4 S
selected for ihe Santa Fe and Grant County
Bond Fund.
The improvements
Railroad
consist of house, well, windmill and fenc
ing, value 15(10.00.

lusi-ipja-

ng

sale.

Pos.ee.ion

Puhli.

of

ii

land, vili

34.65

than

COUNTY

Santa

rights

The Commissioner
Public
.,(
Linda ot
nit agent holding such aalc reserves th
right lo reject any and all bids offerer
i aatd

hereby given thai pursuant to
the provisions ol an Act of Congress ap
"Jin, tyiu, tne laws 01 inc
June
proved
State of New Mexico, and rules and regula
tions of the Stale Land Office, ihe Com
miioner of tPuhlir IWndi will offer ai
public sale to Ihe highest bidder at 9 o clock,
A. M., on Thursday, April 10th. 19W, in the
town of Roswell, County of Chaves, Slate
ol nrw wraicu, in ikjiii ui iiic i.uu,i i,uw
therein, the following described tracta of
Notice

1IXED HERDS.
Cattle,
Cattle,
Cattle,
Cattle,
Cattle,

io valid exiiting rights, eaaemcntt,
if way and recreations.

SALE

Commissioner

the

Lands,

Not
Not
Not
Not
Not

LAND

CHAVES
of

MEXICO

PUBLICATION

FOR

PUBLIC

Office

Mules, Spanish
Mulet, American

Jacks, Thorough-breJacks, Graded

NOTICE

180.00

MULES.

Burrot

f
Of NEW

STATE

The successful bidder eauat nay le Hie
Commiaaioeer of Public Leeda or eia agewl
of tins
aucb aale,
holding
price offered by him for Ibe laed, fmar
per cent intereai tv advance for ibe balance of aucb purchase price, laca lot
and appraisement anu all cost
incidental lo the aale bereia, each aad el
uf aaid amounts must be deposited ie cask
or certified exchange at the lime of self
and which aaid amounia and all of tncaa
are subiect lo forfeiture to the State of
New Mexico, if the aucceasful bidder does
noi execute
contract wiihie thirty dava
after ii has been mailed to him by to
Stale Land Office, aaid contract to provide that the purchaser may at hia opuoe
make paymenta of not leas tbae one
thirtieth ol ninety. live oer cent of the eur- chase price at any time after the aale aad
to the expiration of thirty years from
prior
the dale of ihe contract and to provide
tor tne payment ot any unpaid balance nt
the expiration of thirty years from the
dale of the contract with interest on defeated paymenta at the rale of four per ceet
per annum payable in advance on the
of tne dale of the contract, par
lial payments to be credited on the anniversary uf the dateof of the contract nean
tender.
following the dale

STATE

OP NEW MEXICO

NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION

PUBLIC LAND
EDDY
Office
Lands,

of

tbe

I ALB

Commissioaer

Sant. Fe,

FLTITRE

YOUR

COUNTY.

at

PaMh

FORETOLD:

Send

dime,

sge, birthdate foe truthful; reliable, P.conO.
vtneing trial reading. Hasel Hause,
Box, I40R. Los Angeles, Cal.-- No.

MARRY Thousands lonely, congenial memDe.
bers, worth $sil,0U0 up, will marry.
FREE. Ralph Hyde, Saa Fraa
criptioe.
sc
22&.
CaL-- No.
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Some of It the buy grasped.

would be closed off. Let follow
must, she would not see It

A

what get back to a safe place. Say, what holes, which were rather too fur apart. Inside had been baked a tiny black shades of the court physicians, who
made you pretend that our railway in rapt admiration,
china doll and a new American penny, fed him nt night a balanced rutlon of URGES RESUMING ROAD WORK

"As you haven't got a belt," Bobby with Abraham Lincoln's bead on it milk, egg, and zwieback ! Bobby also
"Highness," she said, "Lieutenant made you nervous?"
lanships, a railroad to the sea those he Larlsch will be here In a moment. Wfll
Prince Ferdinand
William Otto said generously, "I'll give you tbe rifle. The penny was for good fortune, but ate busily, and conversation
President Favors Earliest Possible Recould understand.
were
be you permit me to go?"
Treaties
the doll wos a Joke of Pepy's, Bobby guished.
climbed up the tiles, trying to look as Ever hold a gun?"
sumption of Highway Construca
his
Otto was off his chair in an instant though tiles were his native habitat
yond
comprehension. And, with
Then the manent came when, the
"Oh, yes," sold the crown prince, being aggressively masculine.
tion His Letter.
child's singleness of Idea, ho returned "Certainly," he said, his mind still on Tbo
back
sat
first
been
did
He
not
the
both
he
cravings
they
Bobby,
appeased,
with
had
blm
outpost,
having pnssed
pirates
explain that
regarded
to the marriage.
the "O" which ho was shading.
cleared
In
the
aschoirs
while
their
of
carried
the
of
on
rest
the
situation
to
Pepy
us
shoot
rifle
be
the
beside
admiration,
range
by
taught
dropped
(Prepared by United States Department
"I'm sure she doesn't care about It,'
Old habit was strong In the countess. them.
of Agriculture.)
bis own regiment, and had won quite sault. Mrs. Thorpe suw Ferdinand Wil- table and brought In a knife to cut the
he said at last. "If I were king I Although the boy's rank was numbered
President Wilson favors the earliest
"How did you happen to come here?" a number of medals. He possessed, liam Otto, and went over, somewhat cake, Mr. Thorpe bad excused him
would not let ber do It. And" he by moments, although his life was pos- asked the crown
prince. "Did you lose Indeed, quite a number of small but puzzled, with her hand out. "I am self for a moment. Now he came buck, possible resumption and extension fed-ofeat very erect and swung his short sibly
to be counted by hours, she your aeroplane up here?"
very glad Bobby brought you," she wltb a bottle wrapped in a newspaper, highway construction under the
very perfect guns.
legs "when I grow up, I shall light turned nt the doorwuy und swept him
eral aid road act and has written Sec' We came on
sold. "He has so few little' friends" und sat down again.
With
the
of
the
said
the
candle,
last
business,"
gasp
for a navy. If I want one, and I shall a curtsy. Then sho went out and
"I thought" he said, "as this Is
retary of Agriculture Houston to that
Then she shopped, for the prince hnd
to depart The
the
children
the
of
"Two
pirate
Importantly.
prepared
closed the door behind her.
niarry whoever I like."
effect. The secretary of war also has
enemy entered our cave. We were senior pirate bad already forgotten the brought his heels together sharply, and real occasion, not exactly Robert'
At a qunrter to four Olgn Loschek
The two sentries stood outside.
over her hand, hnd kissed It, coming of nge, but marking his arrival written the secretary of agriculture lQ
men
two
the
from
It
and
bending
the
he
had
trailed
guarding
underbrush,
through
was announced. She inado the curtsy They were of the terrorists.
She saw thera
at years of discretion, the period when favor of highway work.
s
go In. We trailed them. passage, and was eager to get out exactly as he kissed his Aunt
Inside the door that palace ceremonial knew, und they knew she knew. But
The president's letter follows:
when he went to have tea with he ceases to be a small boy and be
must
doors.
die!"
They
demanded and Inquired for the gover- neither one made a sign. They stared
comes ,a big one, we might drink
Mr. Secretary:
"Dear
was
her.
Mrs.
startled.
!"
die?"
he
remember.
said.
Thorpe
"Now,
fairly
"Iteally
Ready
ness. Prince Ferdinand William Otto, ahead, and Olga Loschek went out betoast to it."
"I beurtily agree with you that It
"Of course. Death to those who de old sport, we are pirates. No quarter,
who had risen nt her entrance, offered tween them.
the
"Robert!"
big boy'i would be in the public interest to reobjected
fy us."
except to women and children. Shoot
to see If she still slept.
mother.
The Crown Prince Ferdinand Wil
sume In full measure the highway conDeath to those who defy us !" re every man.
"I think you lire a very good doc liam Otto was
"A
teaspoonful ench, honey," he struction operations under the federal
only a .small boy, for all peated the crown prince, enjoying
"Even If he Is unarmed?" Inquired
tor," he said, smiling, and went out his tltlo and
mere
a
from
It
begged. "It changes
aid road act, and to do so as speedily
dignity. And suddenly himself hugely, and quite ready for the crown prince, who had also studied
to Miss liruithwalte's sitting room,
he felt
supper to n festivity."
as possible. I understand the necesLeft alone, he returned bloodshed.
strategy and tactics, and felt that an
It was then that Olgn Loschek to his lonely.
He poured a few drops of wine into
which existed for their contracexpectations for the day, and
sity
"Look here, Dick Deadeye," said the unarmed man should be taken
the
last
won.
and
She
played
card,
the children's glasses, and lllled them tion during the stress through which
compared them with the facts. He larger pirate to the smaller, who stood
moved quickly to Nlkky's side.
filled
the we hove been
up with wuter. Then he
remembered other curnlvals, with his
passing, but that obstabeSure. We don't really shoot them,
I have a
others, ond sat smiling, this big young cle Is now removed. I believe that it
niessago for you," she carriage moving through the streets, gravelyto at attention, "I think he
our crew. What say, old silly. Now. Get In step."
longs
said.
man, who hud brought his loved oues would be
ond people showering hhn with fresh
desirable to have an
Then began, for the crown prince,
A light leaped Into Nlkky's eyes.
across the sea, and wns trying to make additional highly
flowers.
He rather glowed nt th pal?"
made availaappropriation
Dick
never
as
he
a
tail.
bis
such
had
of
Joy
Deadeye
"For tnc?"
wagged
day
them happy up a flight of stone stulrs, ble to the
Then he recalled that tno
memory.
of agriculture,
department
Some two minutes later, the crown known before. Even the Land of De"Do you know where my boudoir
bureau
above a concierge's
that to be used in
chancellor had said ho needed fresh
conjunction, if possible,
prince of Livonia, having sworn the light faded before this new bliss of
Is?"
smelted of garlic.
air.
with any surplus state and community
no
to
oath
of
of
to
from
tree
pirate
tree,
"I yes, countess."
killing
except
qunrter,
stalking
Is cus
It
believe
"I
be
said,
"First,"
some
to
him,
Something occurred
funds, in order that these operations
women and children, was on his way unsuspecting citizens who sat on rugs
"If you will go there at once and
tom ury to toast the king. Friends,
thing which combined fresh air with to the pirate cave.
may be extended. It Is Important not
on the ground and ate sausages and
and
brave
the
wait, snmo ono will see you there as action,
goodV
you
king
give
yet kept to the letter of his
only to develop good highways
He was not running away. He was little cakes. Here and there, where
oon as possible."
She put her hand
Ferdinand
Livonia."
of
soldier,
or was there a promise?
promise
throughout the country as quickly as
not disobedient. He was breaking no a party had moved on, they salvaged
on his arm. "Don't ho foolish and not
They stood bp to drink It, and even possible, but it Is also at this time esto lenve the palace.
from the moment a bit of food tbe heel of a loaf, one
Because,
a
"She is sorry
promises.
had
proud," she said.
Pepy
glass.
The Idea pleased him. It set him he saw tbe two
advisable to resume and ex:about last night, and she Is very unconfederates, and par- of the small country apples. Shades
Ferdinand William Otto was on his pecially
to smiling, and his bright hnlr to
tend all such' essential public works,
from tbe moment be swore of the court physicians, under whose
ticularly
first.
In
He
held
his
happy."
his
feet
glass up
was tbe
with a view to furnishing employment
The light faded out of Nlkky's eyes. quivering with excitement It
delightful oath, his past was wiped direction the crown prince was dully
right hand, and his eyes shone. He for laborers who may be seeking
roof and
new
in his conscious fed a carefully balanced ration I
There
She was unhappy and he could do nothing less than to go on the
was,
away.
knew
to
what
do.
seen
He
had
the
find the ball. And be would hove to ness, no
tasks during the period of readjust
were weary,
no grandfather, no
When they
they
health
.nothing.
palace,
drunk
number
off
They had a way. In the palking's
any
ment Knowing that the department
Nlkky would be sure to return Miss Bralthwaite, ' even no Nlkky. stretched out on the ground, and tbe
ace, of binding one's hands and leav- hurry.
times.
of agriculture and the state highway
soon.
was
a
was
crown
There
a
and
bed
whose
one
and
nightly
He
could
not
even
"To
his
dog,
prince,
only
boy
Li
of
Ferdinand
helpless.
ing
majesty,
authorities in each state have been
He opened the door on to the great a pirate den
dried with a warming pan for fear of
go to her.
awaiting him.
vonia," he suid solemnly. "God keep
working out road systems
carefully
on
"I cannot go, countess," he said. corridor, and stepped out, sulutlng the
the king!"
"How'd you happen to be in that dampness, wallowed blissfully
y
and developing plans and specificaas he always did.
sentries,
frosts
!"She must understand.
still
with
the
soft
earth
as
Over
melting
of
all
their glasses Mrs. Thorpe's
Today,
they
Bobby demanded,
"I'll be back In a moment, he In- gutter?"
tions, I have no doubt that all activistarted down tbe staircase In the wall, of the winter. He grew muddy and
Idays "
eyes met her husband's. How they ties tn this field can be
vigorously con
of
no
"You mean that you cannot leave the formed them. He wns always on terms
He
course,
had
bad
Watch out, son, It's pretty steep.'
bat,
trained their children here!
dirty.
ducted through these two sets of existand his bright hair hung over his foreShe shrugged her of great friendliness with the guard
"I was getting a ball."
(crown prince?"
But
not
Ferdinand
William
had
Otto
in full accord.
head In moist strands. Now and then
boulders. "You, too! Never have I and he knew these men by sight. "Are
"Is this your house?"
finished. "I give you," he said, in his ing agencies, acting
you going to be stationed here now?'
"Faithfully yours,
"Well, I live here," temporized be drew a long breath of sheer happi
clear
bis
young
treble,
glass,
holding
"WOODROW WILSON."
he Inquired pleasantly.
A ness.
Prince Ferdinand William Otto.
"the president of the United States
The two guards were at a loss. But terrible thought came to him. SupThe following letter has been re
As dusk descended, the crowd gradthe
president!"
one of them, who had a son of his own,
ceived from Secretary of War Baker:
pose this American boy, who detested ually dispersed, some to supper, but
"The president !" said Mr. Thorpe.
and hated the whole business, saluted kings and princes, should learn who some to gather in the place and In the "No Quarter, Except to Women and
My Dear Mr. Secretary:
Frandrank
Children."
the
They
again, except
and replied that he knew not.
"I am in full agreement with your
streets around the palace. For the
he was!
who disapproved of children belein,
I hope you are," sold Ferdinand
rumor that the king was dying would not at the kiss, but at the grace with ing made much of, and only pretended view that there should not only be a
"It looks like a big place. Is It
William Otto, and went on.
which the tribute was rendered.
not down.
prompt resumption of road construc
barracks?"
to sip her wine.
tion under the federal aid road act,
The sentries regarded ono another.
Then she looked down, and It reNo." He hesitated. "But there are
At last the senior pirate consulted
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
and under such further authority as
Let him go I" suid tbe one who was a a good many soldiers here. I I never a large nickel watch.
stored ber composure to find that Ferfather.
may exist for separate state action, but
saw these steps before."
"Gee! It's almost supper time." he dinand William Otto, too, had turned
The other one moved uneasily. "Our
"I should think not," boasted Bobby. said.
eyes toward the cake. He was, after GREAT WRITERS NEAR DUEL also that additional funds should be
made available to your department for
orders cover no such contingency," he I discovered them. I guess nobody
Prince Ferdinand William Otto con all, only a hungry small boy. With
muttered. "And, besides, he will come else In the world knows about them. sulted bis own watch, the one with quick tenderness she stooped and Tolstoy and Turgenev in Fierce Dis
I hope to God he does not I put up a flag at the bottom and took the Inscription:
hack.
pute That Might Have Led to
"To Ferdinand Wil kissed him gravely on the forehead.
come back," he added stonily.
Deadly Encounter.
Caresses were strange to Ferdinand
liam Otto, from his grandfather, on
possession. They're mine,"
Five minutes to four.
Really!" sold Prince Ferdinand the occasion of his taking his first William Otto. His warm little heart
The crown prince hurried. The cor William Otto, quite delighted.
Tolstoy and Turgenev, famous RusHe communion."
leaped and pounded. At that moment
sian novelists, were contemporaries
ridors were almost empty. Here and would never have thought of such a
"Why can't you come home to sup be would have died for her I
there he met servants, who stood stiff thing.
Mr. Thorpe came home a little late. and friends, but on one occasion they
per with me?" asked the senior pirate,
A door of iron bars nt the foot of "Would your folks kick up a row?"
against the wall until he hnd passed
He kissed Bobby twelve times, and one had a serious falling out. As gathered
On the marble staircase, leading up, the long flight of steps there wen
"I beg your pardon?"
to grow on. He shook bands absently from a recent biography, this Is thefahe met no one, nor on the upper floor. four of them stood open. Here day
"Would your family object?"
with the visitor, and gave the Frau- - story of their quarrel: The two
He was quite warm with running and light, which hod been growing fainter,
"There is only one person who would leln the evening paper an extra- mouse novelists met at a friend's house.
of
he paused In his father's suite to mop entirely ceased. And here Bobby, hav mind," reflected tbe crown prince, vagance on which he Insisted, although Turgenev spoke enthusiastically
i
his face. Then he opened a window ing replaced his mask, placed an air aloud, "and she will be angry, anyhow, one could read the news for nothing his young daughter's new English govand went out on the roof. From the rifle over his shoulder, and lighted a I do you think your mother will be by going to the cafe on the corner. erness, mentioning that she required
to
clothes
the
child
mend
old,
ragged
balustrade, It looked extremely far to candle and held It out to the crown willing?"
Then be drew bis wife aside.
to
to the poor. "Do you consider
the ground.
"Willing? Sure she will I My gover
"Look here I" he said. "Don't tell thatgive
prince.
demanded
good?"
Tolstoy. "I cer- Coralline Rock Road Near West Palm
"You can carry It," he said. "Only ness but I'll fix her. She's a German, Bobby no use exciting htm,' and of
Nevertheless, although his heart beat
tainly do," replied Turgenev ; "It makes
Beach, Fla.
a trifle fast, he wns still determined. don't let It drip on yon. You'll spoil and they're always cranky. Anyhow,
course it's not our funeral, anyhow
the charity workers realize everyday
A climb which Nlkky with his long your clothes."
There was a faintly Ifs my birthday. I'm always allowed but there's a report that the crown needs."
the extension of such work. The war
I
"And
think
a
that
a guest on birthdays,
legs had achieved In n leap, took blm scornful note In his voice, and Ferdi
prince has been kidnaped. And that's
girl wltb filthy, malodorous department as you know, detailed one
So home together, gayly chatting, not all. The old king Is dying!"
up to a chimney. Below It seemed nand William Otto was quick to near
rags in her hands Is acting an insincere of Its officers to serve your bureau of
a long way below wns the gutter. it.
went the two children, along the cob
"How terrible!"
farce," commented Tolstoy. "I ask public roads in its consideration of
There was a very considerable slant.
"I don't care at all about my
streets of the ancient town,
"Worse than that. Tbe old king gone you not to say that," exclaimed Tur- highways which might have a value
and
like
sat
If one
slid, clothes," he protested. And to prove past old churches that had been sacked and no crown prince! It may mean
down,
Nlkky,
genev,
"Why should I not say for military purposes, and I shall be
'"I Have a Message for You," She Said. and did not slide over the edge, one It he deliberately tilted the candle and and pillaged by the very ancestors of almost any sort of trouble I I've what I hotly.
am convinced Is true?" retorted glad to have the closest possible coIn
the gutter.
should fetch up
let a thin stream of paraffin run down one of them, taking short cuts through closed up at the park for the night."
"If you say that again I will operation continue as the work
aeen so many faint hearts, such rollnarrow passages that twisted and His arm around his wife, be looked Tolstoy.
He felt a trifle dizzy. But Nlkky's his short Jacket
box your ears !" Turgenev cried, white
knees!
such
And
eyes,
shaking
ing
You're a pretty good sport," Bobby formed their way between; and so, through the doorway to where Bobby with
theory was, that If one Is afraid to
,
"Cordially yours,
rage, and rushed from the room.
Iflor what?
Because a few timid soula do
a thing, better to do It and get over observed. And from that time on he finally, to tbe door of a tall building and Ferdinand were counting the A duel was
"NEWTON D. BAKER,
averted. Afternarrowly
wee a danger that does not exist."
addressed his royal highness as "old where, from the concierge's room be candles. "It's made me think pretty ward these fomous men became recbeing afraid.
"Secretary of War."
"I think It does exist," said Nlkky
side tbe entrance, came a reek of hard," he said. "Bobby mustn't go
So the crown prince sat down on the sport"
and on his deathbed Turgenev
onciled,
obstinately.
When they reached the old dungeon stewing garlic.
roof behind the chimney and
around alone the way he's been, doing. wrote an affecting note to Tolstoy, ad- PREPARE ROADS FOR
WINTER
"I am to take the word to her, then, sloping
Neither of the children had noticed All Americans here are considered
his legs under him for a the candle was about done. There was
gathered.,
dressing him as "the great writer of
not
will
come?"
that you
slide. Well for blm tbut the ancient only time to fashion another black the unwonted silence of the streets, millionaires.
crown
the
If
prince our Russian land." Outlook.
"That I cannot."
Ditches Along Highways Should Bs
which had, almost suddenly, succeeded could go, think how easy "
builders of the palace bad been reck
'
"You ore a very foolish boy," sold less with lead, thnt the gutter was both
the noise of the carnival. What few
Opened Before Ground Freezes
His arm tightened around his wife,
en
War
the
Rat
Wage
the countess, watching him.
"And wide and
Then Use Drag.
Well for Nlkky, too,
passers-bthey had seen bad been and together they went Into the birth
ocdeep.
rats
The
farmers
150,000
keep
since you are so fearful, I myself will
hurrying In the direction of the palace, day feast.
in the boudoir below and hard
William
Otto
Ferdinand
and
waiting
the
other
them,
cupied
feeding
remain here. There nre sentries nt the driven between love and anxiety.
See that all drain ditches along the
Twice they had passed soldiers, with was
hungry. He ate eagerly chicken, workers needed to repair rat damage road are
doors, ond a double guard everywhere.
opened before the ground
lanterns, and once one had stopped fruit compote, potato salad again number 30,000.
crown prince, unaccustomed to
The
What, In the name of all that Is
and flashed a light on them,
freezes; then smooth, drag and pack
turned over halfway down, and
tiles,
can possibly happen?"
the center of the road, and you will
"Well, old sport!" said Bobby In
He brought up with a Jerk
rolled.
Latest Telegraph Record.
have provided for the essential drain
That was when she won. For Nlkky In the gutter, quite safe, but extremely
English, "anything you can do for NO TIME FOR NIGHT LIGHTS
Within the past few weeks a
e age, without which we cannot expect'
who has never been. In all bis history.
raer
frightened. He sot there for quite a
stride has been made In high- to have good highways. All rocks
Tbe soldier had passed on, mutter Unpatriotic as Well as Unhygienic to
anything of a hero, and all of the ro- few minutes. There was no boll In
mantic and loving boy Nlkky wav
speed telegraphy, says Popular Me- should be picked out of the track being at the Insolence of American chil
Leave Them Burning With Coal
sight, and the roof looked even steeper
chanics. An apparatus, which In ac- fore they freeze to the ground, harassered and fell.
dren. The two youngsters laughed
from this point.
a Premium.
at
tual tests has proved Its ability to ing both man and beast when they
When Prince Ferdinand
William
consumedly at the witticism,
Being completely
transmit over a single grounded wire pass over them during the winter
The concierge was out His niece
Otto returned, It wns with the word therefore,
a
to
be did not see that the roof
seems
be
dark
A fear of the
6,000 words a minute has been evolved. months. Low places at bridges and
admitted them, and went back to her common
that Miss Bralthwaite still slept, and hod another visitor. Had two visitors,
Inheritance of savages and
The real significance of this escapes culverts should be filled and leveled
that she looked very comfortable, as a matter of fuct. One of them wore
Interrupted cooking. The children hur children. But with a little patience
one until It is realized that 6,000 words up to make winter travel more endurried up the winding stone staircase,
Nlkky was gone, and the countess a blanket with a white "O" over a
child can be coaxed out of this set In type will fill ?ft standard
mag able. Repair holes in bridges, to guard
with Its Iron rati and its gas lantern, any and It can be
stood by a window, holding to the sill white "X" on It and the other wore a
fear,
proved easily azine pages.
to
floor.
o support ber shaking body.
second
tbe
against serious accidents by some
kitchen
one rests better In a room
that
cutlery
mask, and considerable
enough
Details
of
what
to
be an horse getting his foot fast perhaps
appears
In the sitting room, tbe soar-faceIt was done. The boy was In her fustened to bis belt. They had come
Is not lighted. If you still leave
that
g
achievement
must be breaking his leg.
governess was darning a hole In a a night light burning, turn It out It
lands. There was left only to deliver out of a small door In the turret and
withheld for military reasons. It is
small stocking. She looked at the isn't
him to those who, even now, were on were very much at ease. They leaned
isn't really hygienic. a war invention
It
patriotic.
and
has
for Its chief
clock.
Civilizing Agency.
the way. Nlkky was safe. He would over the parapet and admired the view.
And it certainly Is not necessary.
purpose the liberation of hundreds of
"You are fifteen minutes late," she
Napoleon and Caesar left their most
fwalt tn her boudoir, and Hedwlg They climbed on one of the garden
has been estimated that a
It
the signal corps Imperishable monuments in roads.
would not come. She bad sent no chairs and looked over the expanse of
snapped, and bit the darning threa- d- die power lamp burned through an expert operators for our
d
without disorganizing
. . . They are the greatest and
not with rage, but because she had
message. She was, indeed, at that mo the roof, which was when they saw
or four hours, commercial lines. No secret is di
three
of,
say
evening
surest civilizing agency. Frederick
her
scissors.
ment a part of one of those melan Prince Ferdinand William Otto, and
forgotten
consumes a pound of coal. If you barn vulged, however, when the
apparatus Chamberlain, In "Tbe Philippine
"I'm sorry, but you
e
jcholy family groups which, the world gazed at blm.
an
power lamp duripg a is described as a printing
"Whom have yon there?"
over, In palace or peasant's but, await
"Gee whlzl" said the larger pirate,
whole night you doubtless burn more system depending upon a telegraph
universally
"A friead of mine," said Bobby, not than a
the coming of death.
through bis mask. "What are you do
pound of coal, hnd we are now used recording Instrument that has
Good Roads Led to Rome.
a whit daunted.
William Otto ing there?"
Prince Ferdinand
In
authorities
shown
the
by
never before been associated with te
In the days when all roads led to
The governess put down the stock- being
chatted. He got out the picture frame
The crown prince started, and
will
of
coal
that
pounds
Washington
. . . The system Is ap Rome it was because Rome built
ing and rose. In so doing, she caught have as much to do with winning the legraphy. to wireless
good
lor Hedwlg, which was finished now, stared. "I am sitting here," explained
but so far has not roads.
her first real glimpse of Ferdinand war as loaves of bread. If you are plicable
with the exception of burning his the crown prince, trying to look as
In connection
used
been
actually
William Otto, and she staggered looking for something to do, if you are
initials in the lower left hand corner. though be usually sat in lead gutters.
with It
Good for Everybody.
back.
'After inquiring politely If the smell of I am looking for a ball.
casting about for something to knit for
Good roads are good for everybody.
I"
went
Saints
she
and
said,
"You're looking for a fall, I guess,"
horning wonld annoy her, the crown
If
Holy
are
An
Sammle
trenches.
the
Dick Deadeye Wagged His Tall.
you
Out of Life.
the
Joy
Taking
white. Then she stared at the boy, thinking of giving up sugar In your cofprince drew a rather broken backed observed the pirate. "You don't reThey had been dining In state, in the
Good 8helter for Steele.
mask out of a piece of cloth that bore and her color came back. "For a mo- fee, or punning to go without some'F," a weakkneed "W," and an Irreg- member me, kid, do yon?"
car. Husband, who Is a teacher
for live stock Is
no. He thing one day In the week so as to do dining
ular "O" In the corner and proceeded
I can't see your face, but I know a strange resemblance to a black ment" she muttered
was glad that little daugh- notExpensive shelter
of
English,
A shed with three
necessary.
to burn them in. He eat bent over the your voice." His voice trembled with waistcoat Tbe crown prince donned Is not so tall, nor has he the manner. yonr bit, stop, and ask yourself about ter had behaved so
Mother
perfectly.
f
to the south,
sides,
this with a wildly beating heart Never Yes, he Is much smaller I"
desk, the very tip of bis tongue pro- excitement
the night light
also was In a happy frame of mind. and a roof which open
will not leak Is as
Lemme give yon a hand," said the In all his life had he been so excited.
truding, and worked conscientiously
Turn It out I
Which proves that whether it
were numerous other diners in
There
Between each letter pirate, whipping off his mask. "Yon
good as an expensive barn.
and carefully.
"We can get another candle, and wears It or not royalty Is always
the car and the parents were proud of
lie burned a dot
make me nervous, sitting there. You've come back and cook something," said measured to the top of a crown.
Beau Brummel's Superstition,
child. Not a single thing had hap
their
8unshine Destroys Germs.
the senior pirate, tying the mask on
Suddenly, Olga Loschek became got a nerve, you have."
In the next room Bobby's mother
A coin with a hole in It Is said to pened to mar the serenity of the ocSunshine Is an effective germ deShe could not stay,
The crown pnnce looked gratified. with pieces of brown string. "It gets was arranging candles on a birthday be
Bean
Brummel
the
was
meal
casion.
traced
the
over
lucky.
Finally
and stroyer.
There should ' be plenty
nd see this thing out Let them fol- "I don't need any assistance, thank pretty smoky, but I can cook, you'd cake in the center of the table. Pepy
beginning of his ruin to accidentally they started to leave the car. Their
In the pig houses and dairy
low her and punish her. She could yon," he said.
"Perhaps, now I'm better believe."
had Iced the cake herself, and had giving his lucky coin (a sixpence way took them past all of the other sunlight
barns.
Kt! She had done her part The here, I'd better look for the ball."
So this wonderful boy could cook. forgottenNone of the "b's" tn
with a hole in it) to a cabman. To the tables. Suddenly the little girl felt
governess lay in a dragged sleep. A
I wouldn't bother about the old also I The crown prince had never so that the cake really read: "Bobby"
of
bis
to
life
ask
a
close
maintained
he
that
"Boby
Impelled
question.
Grain for Work Stock.
torn of the key, and the door to the ball," said the pirate, rather nervous- met any one with so many varied at
XIL"
"Rothschild or some of his rascally
"Mother," she called In a .shrill voice.
Save the grain for the work stock.
"You better tainments. He cased through the eye
beyond which Oskar waited ly for an old
looked
we
bold
of
to
daren't
set
wash
delicious, and,
However, it
the dlshesr
It"
got
going
Annun-clntn'-

well-dress-

y

d,

seven-leagu-

d

epoch-makin-

.

much-neede-

eight-candl-

"but

wind-proo-

panic-stricke-
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sea-do-
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ONE OF THE MODERN

What the motortruck can accomplish both in matter of hauling and In
the way of economy may be Judged by
a letter from a logging concern on
the Pacific coast. This letter was not
of the publicity sort, Intended to influence buyers, because it was sent by

an employee to an officer of the concern in making a report on the work
of the truck :
Get Away From Teams.
"Before we got our truck it took
about 30 teams to keep our mill
logged, and a short while after we
bought our truck we cut our mules
down to 25 head, keeping a few
teams on the road hauling to the
mill and some In the woods bunching the logs for the truck, but we
are gradually getting away from
Last week we sold
teams altogether.
18 head, and are going to put on another truck, keeping only enough
stock to bunch the logs and bring
them out to a convenient place for the
truck.

MANY ACCIDENTS

ARE AVOIDABLE
At

Least 75 Per Cent of Grade
Crossing Casualties Could
Be .Prevented.

BRIEF REVIEW

OF

SITUATION

Common Cause la Inability of
Driver of Motor to See Approach
Many Remedies
Ing Train
are Recommended.

Moat

'

"LAND 8CHOONER3."
"We have been loading our logs on
the truck with skids and rapes, same
as you would load log wagons, and

It takes us about 30 minutes to load
But we are now figuring on a drum that will be operated
by the engine, and are expecting
any day blue prints and specifications for the drum that, we purpose putting in. We are quoted
a probable cost of $500 for the
drum, and this Is. something less
than a team of mules would cost
Cost of Hauling.
"The difference in cost of operating the drum and what it would cost
to feed a pair of. mules would pay
for a drum In a short while. You
can make no comparison of the cost
of saving by hauling with truck and
teams, for the difference between the
two will pay for a truck in a short
while and the only mistake we think
you could make would be in your
selection of trucks."

the truck.

STARTING
MOTOR DIFFICULTIES

OVERCOME

Engineering Instructor Suggests
Plan for Treating Car.

The easiest way to overcome starting difficulties with an automobile in
cold weather Is to apply heat to the
intake manifold, In the opinion of E.
V. Collins, Instructor In steam and gas
engineering in the Kansas State Agricultural college.
Trouble In starting a car in cold
weather Is generally due to the fact
that the ordinary low grade of gasoline will not vaporize readily at low
temperatutres.
The Intake pipe leading from the
carburetor Is usually vertical so that
gasoline will not pass through unless
It is vaporized. The velocity of air
through the carburetor and Intake
pipe will hold the atomized gas In suspension when the motor Is once

The light
shown in the illustration.
can be removed Instantly from the
spring clamps, which are made of
pieces of an old clock mainspring, or
any other pieces of thin spring steel.
The screw holes may be punched
through the spring steel, or it may be
annealed and retempered after drilling the holes. Popular Mechanics.

Fix Vacuum Tank.
When the vacuum tank fails on the
road. It Is possible to get up enough
pressure temporarily to feed the fuel
by blowing In the main fuel line. By
repeating this process every quarter of
mile enough fuel will be fed to get
the car to a garage where repairs, can
be- made.

Grinding Noises.
Grinding noises In gearset or differential can be reduced by using a
heavier grease, but Judgment must be
used, as it Is easy to get a grease so
heavy that when It is chilled It will
squeeze out of the gears and stay out,
causing them to run dry, and thus aggravating the trouble.

I

-

started.

By applying heat to the Intake manifold enough liquid will be vaporized
so that the motor will start readily.
In this case the entire mixture Is
warmed rather than Just the gasoline.
Better results will be obtained than
where the motor is prlmea wlth heated
gasoline and the air Is allowed' to enter the cylinders cold.
The simplest way to apply heat to
the manifold is to pour hot water over
It, care being taken not to get It into
the carburetor. Putting hot water Into
the cooling system warms the cylinder walls but does not help to get the
mixture from the carburetor to the
cylinder and should not be necessary
If the Intake is warmed.
FLASH LIGHT ON AUTOMOBILE
Only Necessaoy to Fasten Device on
Steering Column It Can Be
Removed Instantly.
To keep the flash light handy where
It will not get lost, and at the same
time have a dash, or speedometer,
light, It Is only necessary to fasten the
flash light on the steering column, as

The ten commandments furnish us
with the greatest moral code the
world has even seen. They are prefaced by a declaration of what the
Lord Is and what he does (vv. 1, 2).
What he Is, Is embodied In the name
Jehovab-Elohl"Jehovah" Is derived from the Hebrew verb "to be,"
and sets forth three great truths: (1)
His
(2) His sovereignty, (3) His unchangeableness. (Heb.
13:8). "Elohlm" signifies the strong
and mighty one. He Is the Almighty
Creator. What he did was their deliverance from Egyptian bondage.
The demands of the decalogue are
based upon this redeeming act of deliverance. God always manifests his
power and love before he requires
reverence and obedience.
I. The First Commandment (20:3).
"Thou shalt have no other gods before me." Means literally, "Thou
shalt have no other gods before my
face."
This commandment enjoins
worthe obligation of
ship and service. It may be broken
by (1) living for one's self. If life's
activities center in self then one is
an Idoluter. (2) Making pleasure the
goal of living. (3) Being covetous
(Col. 3:5). Every one who is greedy
for gold Is an idoluter. (4) Actually
worshipping idols.
II. The
Commandment
Second
single-hearte-

(20:4-0)-

d

.

shortening, two cupfuls of chopped
fruit, a mixture of raisins, currants
und citron, one teuspoonful of cloves,
of a grated nutmeg and a
half teuspoonful of salt; boll all together three minutes, then add one
cupful of molasses, one teuspoonful of
sotla dissolved in n tahlespoonful of
water and two cupfuls of flour sifted
with half a teaspoonful of baking powder. Bake In a dripping pan about one
hour.

take
Marble Cake. White part
three tahlespoonfuls of shortening,
of
f
cupful of sugar,
f
a cupful of milk,
tenspoonful
of lemon extract, one cupful of flour
and two teaspoonfuls of baking powder, fold in the white of tin egg, beaten stiff.
Dark port The same amount of sugar, fnt, milk and Hour with baking
powder, the yolk of the per and cloves,
allspice and rlumunm added. The
whole cake may lie mude at one mixing, taking out a part to add the spices
and raisins If desired. I'tit together In
spoonfuls of each without mixing.
s
of an hour In a
Hake
moderate oven.
roam
Raisin Cup Cakes.
of a cupful of shortening, add one cupf
ful of sugar, one egg,
cupful
f
nf milk, one and
cupfuls of
of baking
flour, three teaspoonfuls
f
teuspoonful of vapowder,
nilla, and one cupful of seeded rnlslns.
Mix ns usual and make in individual
tins.
Orange Drop Cakes. Cream three
tahlespoonfuls nf shortening with one
s
of a
cupful of sugar, add
cupful of milk, one egg and two cupfuls of flour sifted with two teaspoonfuls of baking powder; ndd salt and
orange extract with the grated orange.
Bake In small tins. Cover with Icing
made of confectioner's sugar, a little
grated rind and Juice of the orange.
one-thir-

one-hal-

one-hul-

three-quarter-

f

one-tlilr-

one-hal-

one-hul-

one-hal-

While the first commandment Is directed against false gods, the second
Is directed against the worship of the
true Ood under false forms. It can
be broken by (1) the use of Images
in worship ; (2) putting sinful man In
the place of Christ ; (3) putting God's
ordinances and Institutions In the
place which he alone should have.
Commandment
Third
III. The
(20:7).
The Hebrew word "vain" translated
means lying, deceptive, unreal. "GuiltBlest be the tongue that speaks no 111,
less" is from the word meaning clean,
Whose words are always true,
That keeps the law of kindness still,
unpunished. The meaning is that God
Whatever others do.
will not hold to be clean and will not
allow to go unpunished him who uses
BleBt be the hands that toll to aid
his name In a lying, hypocritical manThe great world's ceaseless need
ner. This commandment may be broThe hands that never are afraid,
To do a kindly deed.
ken by (1) profanity, (2) perjury, (3)
levity and frivolity, (4) hypocrisy,
PLANNING
which Is professing to live for God SOME ESSENTIALS IN
MEALS.
yet living for self.
IV. The
Commandment
Fourth
True economy consists in the right
(20:8-11essentials and nones- The commund to work six days Is appreciation of
, sentlals. Fruit and
as binding as to rest on the seventh.
vegetables are In
The resting one day in seven applies
the former class
to servants and horses as well as to
and should not be
the man and his family. This comlisted with the
mandment may be broken by (1) livluxuries.
table
on
the day
ing In idleness, (2) working
Cream and eggs
set apart for the worship of God, (3)
are expensive, but
engaging In carnal pleasures on the
used In modera'
Lord's day.
tion they cannot
V. The Fifth Commandment (20 :12). be classed with the
purchase of strawThis commandment rests upon the berries In February.
fact that parents stand to their chilWe must constantly lxar In mind
dren In the place of God. It may be that the food value takes Into considviolated by (1) disrespect to parents, eration digestibility, wnste amount of
(2) disobedience,. (3) failure to give heut and energy given the body, taken
proper care In old age.
in proportion to the cost.
Commandment
VI.
Sixth
The
Cake may be made with egg substitutes or gelatin In place of eggs. Egg."
(20:13).
The sanctity of human life Is due are rich in food value while gelatin
to the fact that man wan created In has very little. A meal that falls to
the likeness and Image of God. This meet the needs of the family Is not
commandment may be broken by (1) an economically prepared meal.
No woman should dure go Into a
sinful anger (Matt. 5:22), (2) hatred
(I John 3:15), (3) neglect of means to home of her own who Is not willing to
preserve life, (4) oppression of the study the value of each food and
weak, (5) suicide, (6) Infanticide Its ability to supply nutriment.
To stimulate the appetite by pleas(7) unrighteous wars.
VII. The Seventh Commandment ing flavors, attractive serving and
avoidance of monotony In the diet, nre
(20:14).
The sin which strikes' at the home points vitally" worth consideration. The
Is most deudly, for it undermines the rareful preparation of foods, giving
whole human fabric. It may be bro- time and thought to methods, will help
ken by (1) unclean Imaginations, m reducing the cost, nnd makes them
thoughts, and affections (Matt. 15:10; more satisfying.
Do we realize that often nil a child
5:27, 28), (2) unchaste conversation
his family Is
and wanton looks (Isa. 3:16; 2 Peter ees of some members ofwell-set
table,
2:14, (3) divorce, which Is for the it the table. A simple
and served meal Is
ind a
most part legalized adultery.
strong factor in the education of a
VIII. The Eighth Commandment
jhlld. The table conversation by wise
(2p:15).
This strikes at the sin of theft parents may be led Into channels of
information and a storing of valuable
Many things are legally fight but morknowledge. The petty gossip that Is
ally wrong. This commandment may heard
at so many tables Is not raising
be broken by (1) taking what belongs
to another, (2) false weights and the Ideals of the sensitive boy and girl.
Let
table talk be educative. It
measures, (3) extortion, (4) usury, will the
mean that some one must steer
(5) "graft," (6) making assignments the conversation. Some of our greatto escape payment of debts.
to express them
Ninth
Commandment est men have learned
IX. The
elves by being allowed to give their
(20:16).
when there Is a discussion at
The unfailing test of a man's re- opinions
the table. Happy talk aids digestion;
use
he
makes
of
his
the
Is
ligion
avoid all unpleasant conversation and
This
tongue (James 1:26; 8:2-8correction, thus the food will have an
be
broken
commandment may
by (1)
opportunity of doing Its work In the
open lying. (2) perjury, (3) slander. body.
(4) talebearing, (5) breach of promThese things are Important and the
ise, (C) withholding truth, (7) flat- wore they are thought about the
tery.
we wiff put upon
Tenth
Commandment greater Importance
The
X.
(20:17).
This commandment strikes at the
The Library.
Consider what you have n the smalldesire for things which belong to another. It applies not merely to the est chosen library- A company of the
open vlolntlon, but to the very pur- wisest and wittiest men that could be
picked out of all civilized countries. In
pose of the heart..
1,000 years, fcnye set In best order the
"
'
'
1
results of taelr learning and wisdom.
: . Bearing the Cross.
If thou cast away one cross, without The men themselves were hid and Indoubt thou shalt And another, and that accessible, solitary. Impatient of intermore heavy one. Set thy- ruption, fenced by etiquette; but the
perhaps
self, therefore, like a good and faithful thought which they did not uncover to
servant of Christ, to bear manfully the their bosom friend Is here written out
Cross of thy Lord, who out of love was In transparent words to us, the
crucified for thee. Thomas a Kernels. strangers of another age. Emerson,
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A Flash Light Attached to the Steering
Column Provides a Dash Light and
Trouble Light in One.

the value of a
and served
meal, with the happy atmosphere of
everybody comfortable.
d

us approach our friend with an
audacious trust In the truth of his
heart, In the breadth, Impossible to be
overturned, of his foundations. Emerson.

FAVORITE
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SALADS

AND

SALAD

DRESSINGS.
An unusual but very good salad Is
the following: Pejis, pickles and pea
nuts served with small
sections nf orange and a
boiled dressing,
Blackstone Dressing.
Mix with four
of mayonnaise
dressing four tahlespoonfuls of whipped cream,
two of chill sauce nnd
two of tomato catsup
with two of vinegar.
Roquefort cheese may be added If desired.
Spanish Pepper Salad. Dissolve
half a box of gelatin in half a cupful
of cold water nnd half a cupful of
vinegar. Add a half cupful of sugar,
the Juice of a lemon and n tahlespoonful of salt, with a cupful of boiling
water. Mix six canned pimentos
with two cupfuls of finely-cu- t
celery
nnd one cupful of shelled pecans cut
fine: mold in small molds nnd serve
on lettuce with mayonnaise dressing.
This recipe will serve 12. Kumquuts
thinly sliced ure very nice In this
salad.
Benares Salad. Take grated cocof
nut, two tart apples, chopped,
cupful of celery, two tahlespoonfuls of
chopped onion, one tahlespoonful each
of chopped parsley and red pepper.
Serve with French dressing.
Western Salad. Take four hard
cooked eggs chopped, four tablesponnfuls each of chopped onion, watermelon pickle or sweet pickle cucumber, four tahlespoonfuls of chopped
cheese.
Save out the yolks of two of
the eggs and put through a rlcer to
garnish the top.
Cottage Cheese Salad. On a bed of
lettuce arrange a circle of seasoned
riced cottage cheese; In the center put
seasoned rice and riced
Add any desired dressing
egg yolks.
and serve.
Cheese Jelly Salad. Mix half a cupful of grated cheese with a cupful of
whipped creom, season to taste with
salt and pepper nnd add one
of gelatin dissolved In a
scant cupful of water. This may be
molded In one large or several small
molds.
When
the Jelly begins to
harden, cover with grated cheese.
Serve with French dressing to which
grated cheese has been added.
one-hal-

hard-cooke- d

table-spoonf-

Our friendships hurry to short and
poor conclusions, because we have
made them a texture of wine and
dreams, Instead of the tough flber of
the human heart, Emerson.
HONEY, NATURE'S SWEET.

.

d

Penn's Auto Licenses.
Pennsylvania received $4,000,000 for
rim expander, diagonally split rims automobile licenses In 1918. A total of
may be spread by means of the lifting about 375,000 tags were issued, a record for the state.
Jack and two blocks of wood.
Emergency Rim. Expander.

In the absence of the conventional

A FEW CAKES WITH FEW EGGS.
20:1-1LESSON TEXT-Exo- dus
GOLDEN TEXT Thou (halt love the
"Eggs Is eggs" these days nnd In
Lord thy Ood with all thy heart, and
with all thy aoul, and with all thy spite of their high food value, are too
trength, and with all thy mind, and thy
expensive for free use at
neighbor ai thyself. Luke 10:27.
00 to 70 cents a dozen.
19:
ADDITIONAL
MATERIAL Ex.
A cake which uses no
Lev. 111:11-1Matt. 6:17-4comPRIMARY TOPIC God (Ivea hie
ggs or the minimum
mandment! to Moaei. Memory Vereea I
number Is the popular
John 4:8; Luke 10:27.
one. Here Is one tlint Is
commandJUNIOR TOriC-Oiv- lns
ments to the people. Memory Verses
good :
22:87-4Matt.
Eggless, Butterlets, Milk-les- s
TOPIC-Jee- ue
and
INTERMEDIATE
Cake.
the ten commandments.
Take one cupful each
SENIOR AND ADULT TOPIC-T- he
commandments In modern life.
of sugar and wuter, one-hal- f
cupful of

two-third-

Apply Heat to Intake Manifold, Says
E. V. Collins of the Kansas State
Pour
Agricultural College
Hot Water Over.

Commenting on the annual report
of Commissioner Gordon of the California State Railroad commission,
Good Roads says:
"Before considering the remedies for
crossing accidents it may be profitable
to review the situation briefly. In the
first place we are warranted in assuming that a very large proportion, certainly 75 per cent, of such accidents
are avoidable. In the second place it
seems evident that, excepting carelessness and a few unusual causes such as
losing control of the car because of
some failure in the mechanism or a
sudden physical disability of the driver, the most common If not the only
real cause for a crossing accident is
the inability of a driver to see an approaching train. It la Impossible, of
course, to provide against the unusual
accidents that may'oecaslonally occur.
It is left then to find remedies for the
most common causes reckless driving which accounts for the major portion of the accidents, and the inability to see approaching trains.
Only Sure Remedy.
"The only sure remedy is the separation of the grades at each intersection, and nothing should be allowed
to Interfere with the accomplishment
of this as fast as possible with the
funds available.
But this work will
take time because of its great cost. To
effect a separation of grades at all
highway and railway Intersections In
California alone, according to Commissioner Gordon's statistics, would
cost over $300,000,000, an expenditure
which, as he pointed out, neither the
'public nor the railroads could afford.
Other Remedies.
i
"Leaving elimination out of consideration, there are still many remedies.
The more common ones include the installation of gates, the stationing of
flagmen, and the erection of mechanical
warning signals of various kinds.
Gates, according to Commissioner Gor
don, cost about. $700 to install and
about $900 'yearly for operation and
maintenance;'
flagmen cost about
$000 yearly, and automatic signals
from $350 to $600 for installation and
from S24 to S120 annually for main
These figures are presumtenance.
ably for California, but they will serve
nmr ,IIPWnprP
mm' IfMllnaf-lnnAT rn
and they show that even the cheapest
and probably least effective of these
remedies Is too expensive to permit
Its Immediate establishment at all
crossings."

'

Loving worde will coet but little
Journeying up the hill of life.
But they mane the meek and weary
Stronger, braver, for the strife.

y
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We shall have plenty of chances to shown in the picture reveals ns pracafter strange t new gods In silk tical and pretty a frock ns ever greetweaves ; some of .them glorious prod- ed a spring day.
Tills new model embodies some very
ucts of looms set to new tasks. There
details in Its makeup. First
Interesting
nre wonderful silks mining the novel- the skirt narrows toward
the bottom
fabties for spring; knitted-lookinand has a wide hem. Hows of long
rics nud familiar silks woven In un running stitches, arranged In five
amazing variety of new patterns. groups, run aronud the skirt, beginPrinted silks ure slated for the new ning with a group of three, uppermost,
season and foulards In lovely colors and adding one row to eacli group unarc figured with flowers and leaves til that above the hem nuniliers seven.
mid made up often with plain georgThese long stitches of heavy silk conette, in such lovely frocks that there stitute one variety of the "thread emtire not two opinions ns to their suc- broidery" that plays a prominent part
cess. Their triumph Is assured. Even in the season's styles.
tricot Is shown In printed patterns and
The Jacket or short cont widens at
.mil

various tricot weaves proclaim that
manufacturers foresee a vogue for this
material greater than that it lias already bad. In cross bars of contrasting colors It Is best adapted to sport
wear, but In plain colors it makes
a handsome dress for the street.
In the vanguard of silk frocks foi
spring there are the tufTetns that women watch for nnd In which they have
an abiding Interest. Nothing so far
has supplanted the tufTcta frock. It
holds Its own because It Is so wearable; that Is, It is a versatile gown
suited to many of the goings on that
occupy the time of the women of todress or sui- tday. The
two-piec- e

'

the hips A ., departure
from the
straight silhouette that 'Is noteworthy.
It may be the forerunner of "more
curved lines to follow nnd welcome for
variety's sake. A pnnel set In the
front of the Jacket Is embellished with
this thead embroidery and a double
Ilevera that
row of small buttons.,
widen toward the bottom and a neck
finish In a fold of white georgette nre
pretty and the girdle formed by three
cords run in the silk Is new. A buckle
cord at
and' three loops of
each side finish it off. The cuffs command, nttention.
They are mnde of
deep plaits of the silk fastened down
with little buttons.
d

ECONOMY CORNER

We have had more respect for the
since the
honey bee and the

shortage of sugar and
we have learned that
honey may take the place
of sugnr In many dishes.
Honey used In cakes and
cookies will keep the
food much more moist
as It absorbs moisture
from the olr; because of
this cakes will not dry
out as rapidly. Honey of
course Is more expensive than other
sirups, but wj huve the assurance that
It Is pure and about twice us sweet as
corn sirup. Honey is the nectur of
flowers modified and evaporated by
the bees. We find It on the murket In
different forms, ns comb honey In small
section boxes, extracted honey which
has been whirled In a machine called
n honey extractor, until the liquid
honey has been thrown out leaving the
combs empty, so that they may be put
hack and be again filled by the bees.
Making the comb Is a greut expense of
time to the bees during honey season
will have much
and the
more honey If he supplies the comb.
Then we have what la termed bulk
and strained honey
honey, broken-comand the fourth or granulated honey.
This Is honey that has become solid.
This may he changed to liquid form by
setting the can in hot water.
Honey has many flnvors clover,
goldenrod, buckwheat, raspberry and
many other flnvors, depending upon
the flowers blooming within several
miles of the hives.
The average housewife will store
honey In the cellar, which Is, so beekeepers tell us, the worst possible
place, as It readily absorbs moisture,
and will become thin and sour; the
comb becomes dark and watery. Keep
honey in a dry. warm place. The attic or any place warm and dry. High
temperature does not affect It
Pork CKe. Chop fine one pound
of fat salt pork, add one pint of boiling water, two cupfuls of honey, three
teaspoonfuls of soda, two cupfuls of
chopped raisins, spices to taste and six
to seven cupfuls of sifted flour. Dried
apple, chopped with the raisins, makes
a good fruit
b
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St Helena the Good.
Helena according to a colonial
report appears to have no real criminals.
by night was for
a ' short period the most serious offense. Last year no person was committed for trial ; 104 out of 210 sum
tnary cases eame under the education,
road tax, and poor law ordinances and
77 trivial cases were dealt with by the
police without bringing them to court
Three Instances of flogging are recorded, under the Juvenile smoking
'

St

Stone-throwin- g

Blouses of georgette crepe nre at
least as numerous as any other kind,
But
and become soiled as quickly.
they require special, but not difficult,
treatment In washing and ironing.
This is a work that women do for
themselves, and It Is worth while to
do this work for chiffon, light weight
silk, satin and lace blouses. Nearly
everyone has leurned something of the
art of tinting or dyeing blouses, when
time and wear fade those that are colored or yellow those that were white.
Women who have learned how to launder their own fine blouses turn them
nut as good as new after unnumbered
washings, or tint them Into first one
color and then another, according to
their fancy.
The various manufacturers of dyes
have placed on the market many colors
that may be used for tinting by mixing with water. Colored crepe papers,
soaked In water, yield several lovely
tints. But one may get almost any
color desired or match any hue by using tube paints and gasoline as a tinting medium.
The washing of crepe nnd other
sheer fabrics Is simply a matter of
handling them gently. Make a warm
suds of water and white soap nnd dip
the blouse repeatedly In this, squeezing the soiled portions In the hand or
rubbing them very gently. If much
soiled wash through n second suds
Do
nnd rinse In clear, tepid water.
not twist or wring to dry, hut lay In
a towel nnd run through a wringer.
Do not nllow to dry before ironing, but
fold In n turklsh towel for awhile
and Iron while damp. Use a moderately hot Iron and Iron on the wrong
side, stretching the material to Its
proper shape otherwise It will shrink.
Do not nllow any part of the waist
to become dry before Ironing. If It
Is necessary o Iron part of a crepe or
silk wnlst on the right side, owing to
the way In which It Is mnde, place a
thin muslin between the Iron and the
fabric.
When a crepe waist Is t.t be tinted It
Is first washed nnd rinsed. After that
It Is rinsed In a water to which color
has been ndded. This color ran be
bought In drug stores and sometimes
In other shops.
For pink very pretty
tints can be got from red tissue paper.
nd lovely yellow hues are obtained In
Black Taffeta.
To clean black taffeta, brush It thoroughly with a soft brush, pin down
smoothly to a padded ironing board
and sponge- - with the following solution : A qiiart of cold, stmng black
coffee and one dessertspoonful of ammonia. Tnrti the taffeta and repeat
.
Itub dry with a clean soft
'ie
th.

this way. using much deeper shades of
yellow paper to make them. To get
Just the right tint' It may be necessary to experiment by first tinting
smnll pieces of crepe or a portion of
the waist that Is covered by the skirt.
The blouse will look lighter when It Is
dry than when It Is wet. It Is better
to deepen the tint by retllpping than
to make It too strong at first. Tho
method of tinting with gasoline will
be given in another article.

Dainty Quilts.
Scraps from old dancing frocks1
of taffeta or satin In pastel shades
make very dainty quilts for the boudoir. One charming quilt of this kind
was evolved from a cast-of- f
evening:
coat of pale pink silk In a morning
glory shade nnd a discarded dance
frock of rose flowered white pussy wll- low taffeta.
The pattern was done in
flowered nnd plain silks cut In
' blocks,
triangles, and the blocks Joined by
strips of pink satin ribbon. It was
lined with plain thin silk with n sheet
of cotton wadding laid between.
Veiled Shoulders.
The overdress of one evening model
Is made high In the back and low In
the front, as It is now considered more
becoming to veil the shoulders. Tho
girdle of sapphires gives the finishing
touch of richness. Stub a design
would be effective If curried out In a
white satin with an overdress of black
i ,
lace and a girdle of jet
Furs and Velvets.
Taupe velvet Is popular, because It
Is so soft In shade and so lovely with
moleskin. Moleskin or beaver combines perfectly with shades of taupe.
Ermine is used with best effect on
black velvet though this color Is
beautifully combined with knflssky
on account of the black markings
which run through the brown hairs.

Hat of Black Satin.
An unusual but Is a Napoleonic'
model of black satin, the entire
shape
covered with an nl lover pattern of
In
done
embroidery
gold thread.
home, by squeezing s piect of ordinary
crepe paper In clear writer nntil yon

have the color you desire. The paper
Is then removed and the
gnrment,
which has been previously rinsed In
cold water. Is pat In and allowed to
remain until sufficiently and evenly
colored.

priM-ess-

Tht Modem Complaint.
The fellew who used to kick when
be was handed small change now
Tinting Solution.
A good tinting solution for silk and kicks abotr. tho small-tmt tao
blouses
eorgette
may be made at change be is handed.
A

m

'

The state tax commission has appointed as field agents Captain T.
J. Molinari of Portales and John M.
Wiley of Silver City.

Elks and their ladies were guests Th. SmUI CooaalttM
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